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This paper discusses a number of issues concerning the
provision of primary health care from health centres and other similar
premises, and malees SOIle recommendations thereon. The infonnation
1
used in the paper is based upon studies undertaken in the Unit and
upon other published Illlterial.
The issues considered, together with a summary of associated
findings, follow.
1. Changes in the IIl!Isnitude and content of the work of the general
practitioners and that referred by them to other staff and agencies
following upon the opening of. a health centre or sillli.lar premises •
The _gnitude and content of the work of general practitioners
in centres studied, did not appear to change in any consistent way
which might be associated with working in a health centre rather than
in their former premises. Nor did the numbers of referrals these doctors
_de to other facilities show any such change except in the case of
referrals to the nurse in the surgery (Le. the treatment room) where
there vas some increase, or where the opening of the centre was
associated with so. arrangement which _de it definitely more
convenient to IIlllke a referral or request for services (e.g. the
establisn.ent of a pathology collection service).
Where staffed regularly throughout normal working hours treatment
roo.s appeared to be very bUlly, partly as a result of referrals tro.
general practitioners and partly as a result of patients collli.ng
direct to the nurse in the treatment room. Policy as to the use of
the treat.ent room, whether implicit or explicit, seems to vary a good
deal from centre to centre.
2. The views of staff working at health centres or similar premises
about the change from their former premises.
General practitioners and nurses moving into health centre
type pr.-ises studied generally see_d reasonably content with their
new cire~ances and there was little inclination to return to their
ror-r premisea. Some regretted that the centre had not led to all the
changes they bad hoped for in t8l'llll of cooperation; co-m roollS
often a...d to be little used by profesaional staff, eapecially general




























practitioners. Some receptionist staff fOW'ld the working conditions
in IDUch larger reception areas with a nUlllber of other similar staff
less congenial than when they worked in their doctor's former surgery,
others "allied the greater opportunity for contact with colleagues and
the better amenities to be fOW'ld in the centre, including the cOllllllOn
room.
3. Patients' views on health centres and similar prellises and the
care pro"ided for them.
Certainly very few patients questioned in the studies would wish
to return to the situation of their doctors I former surgeries though the
proportion coming out actbely in favour as distinct from being indifferent
to their health centre was considerably greater in the case of the small
health centres studied. The difficulties associated with waiting and
reception areas were only Mntioned in connection with the larger health
centres .
Generally the aajori1:y of patients in surYeys when asked about the topic
did not feel that there had been any change in the care provided by their
doctor (though among those who did, _t felt the change was for the
better). For aany this was because it was the doctor rat!'."r than the
building or organisation that vas illpOrtant and patients were at least as
likely 1:0 indicate that they wanted to see their own doctor} even at the
risk of SOM delay, rather than another doctor i_diately, at health
centNs,as they were before the cent... opened. Patients seeMd
relati....ly UIIinterested in the fact that the health centre brought together
a nlmber of health care professionals of ....rious kinds, and few see_d
1:0 recall seeing anyone other than the doctor and so_ kind of primery
care nurse in the year preceding any of our surYeye. Those who had in
fact been attended by a nurse in the surgery sinee the centre had opened
mostly thought this new service represented an advantage for the patients;
those without this experience vere more diYided as to whether this was
the cue. Patients recalled on average fever instanees of an Ullfulfilled
need for surgery consultations or 110_ Yisits (for whatever reason) in
SIlI "Eis when the centre vas opened than surYeys undertaken before the centre
opened in ...lation to the premises superseded. There was so_ eYidenee that


























minor accident:s t:han t:heir doct:ors' former premises. The opening
of a healt:h centre in t:he case of pract:ices where branch surgeries
cont:inued in operat:ion did not: appear t:o affect: t:o any degree the number
of at:t:enders at: t:he branch surgery many of whom appeared t:o be
int:ensely loyal t:o t:hese usually very silllple premises.
Ij • The effect: of t:he replacement: of a nlDlber of small general
pract:ice premises bf a single healt:h cent:re or similar building
upon pat:ient:s' ease of travel t:o the doct:or's surgery.
Travel to centres for patient:s did not: generally appear t:o be
any IIOre difficult than to the premises replaced in the studies
considered: it: vas so..ti..s easier. There vere isolated cases
vhere lack of suit:able site or the attract:ion of siting t:he centre
close t:o a hospit:al led to it:s being located in an inconvenient
place for pat:ient:s. Probably, IIOre often healt:h cent:res were
not: built at all if a convenient site vas not: available. Where
locating a healt:h centre in an inconvenient site vas considered
necessary holding a limited number of general pract:itioner and surgery
nurse sessions in suit:ably locat:ed out:-stations of the silllplest kind vould
go so-. vay to lleeting difficult:ies of patients in travelling to such
a centre. Two import:ant: groups of people likely to have very limited
access to priYat:e transport: are those over 65 years of age and women
of all ages, including those vith YO\Dlg children.
5. The effect of the design of a health centre or sillilar prellises
upcm pati_ts' access to their doctors.
The design of health centre type buildings is usually such as
1:0 MIce for easier access to clinical areas than vas the case in
premises replaced though so... patients who were questioned report:ed
difficult:)' where clinical accOllBOdation is locat:ed above ground
floor level: despit:e the existence of lifts which appeared little
used. However large waiting and reception areas serving a number
of doctors S8811 to be \Dlpopular vith patients and, especially if
open-plan, staff; s_ller scale accoBlOdat:ion of this kind serving
one pract:ice seems lDOre acceptable, even if less adequate in
































6. The effect of the organisation in a health centre or similar
premises upon patients' access to their doctors.
Health centre type premises are usually more fonaally organised
from the point of view of such things as appointment systelllS, than the
premises replaced. As a result casual access to the family doctor
might become more difficult in a health centre, but in the studies
considered this did not manifest itself as a particular problem in
patients' eyes •
7. The limitations of the current approach to developing primary
care services via health centres or similar premises
Generally both the 'health centre' and the '(privately owned)
group practice premises' approaches are relatively limited and
inflexible as means of promoting developlllents in primary health care
services for a locality. Schemes for developing such services which
do not necessarily conform to either of these approaches should
be financed by the National Health Service (at least on an experimental
basis), provided they seem likely to contribute to the achievement






























This paper discusses a number of issues (for list see below)
concerning the provision of primary health care from health centres
and other similar premises.l Some problems are identified and ways
of overcoming them are suggested. In particular. it is argued that
a lDOre flexible JDeans of promoting developments in primary care services
for a locality should be tried on an experimental basis .
The paper draws upon aaterial from several studies concerned
with health centres and related subjects. which haw been undertalcen in
this Research ll'lit for some years. and a180 upon other published
material available. The results from the series of six detailed studies
of individual health centres and similar premises undertalcen by the
Iblit haw heen su_rized and colllpared in the Appendix to this paper.
The full reports of these studies end other relevent Iblit reports are
listed in the first section of the list of references. Other published
aaterial is listed in the second section of the references.
The Issues
1. Changes in the magnitude and content of the work of the
general practitioners and that referred by them to other staff
or agencies following upon the opening of a health centre or
similar premises.
2. The news of staff working at health centres or similar premises
about the change from their tor.r pNmises.
3. PatiBllts' views 011 health centres and sillilar prallis.. Dd the
care provided from them.
... The effect of the replace_nt of a nUllber of small geneNl practice
preaises by a single health centre or similar building upon patiBllts'
ease of trawl to the doctor's surgery.
5. The effect of the design of a health centre or similar premises
upon patiBllts' access to their doctors.
6. The effect of the organisation in a health cBlltre or similar
prelliaes upon patients' access to their doctors.
7. The lillitatiOlls of the current approach to developing primary
care services "ia health centres Or similar prellises.
1 lie s_times use for brevity the word 'centre' to refer to either type
of premises where the distinctiOll appears lDlimportant. or the context


























DISCUSSION or THE ISSUES
1. Changes in the magnitude and content of the work of the general
practitianers and that referred by them to other staff or
agencies following upon the opening of a health centre or similar
premises.
The few studies comparing the work of general practices before
1
and after IlOving into a health centre or similar premises do at
least point to one conclusion. This is that there is no generally
applicable centre "effect" on the work of the general practitioners
inllOl"ed and that which they refer to other agencies or individuals.
except in the case of the treat.-nt l'OOIl nU1'lle who if regularly in
attendance usually acquirad a thriving clientele. So it seems
appropriate to view a health centre (or sillilar type of premises)
as at _t an "enllbling factor" rather than a priJlllU'Y force for
change - changes ..y take place .!! the central characters in the
centre want them to.
This relllll'k applies even to the i-.pact of a treat.ent room
on the dnand far care and the work of general practitioners. ilhllst
it is true that such .tudies as ha.,. been IDldertaken2 all point
to the treat.ent 1'00II nU1'lle .eeing a .ubstantial nUlllber of patients
in the health centre. in our studies we did not notica any consistent
change. in the coosutation rate of tha general practitioners
ascribabJ. to the treat.nt _ nU1'llB (or ay other factor for that
..tter) althoup it could be _ped that if U had Ilot heen for the
trea~t l'OOIl IlU1'lle thell there would have been an increase in these
rates. Bolden and Morgan (1975) _ the other hand have reported
that the presence of the treat.nt roo- nU1'lle appea:red to reduce the
COIltact rate of the doctors and enllbled thea to spend IIOre ti_ 011
average per patient. Dixon (1971) obsernd that "the probable
u:plallatiClll for the faU in requests for visita (by the doctors) is
that there has heeD a ahift in workload frail ha.. visits to health
1 That is those .~ised in the appendix to this paper. Dixon (1971)
_d Bolclen and IIorgan (1975); &lid in reapect of a Jl'OUP practice
CBIltioe. IIorrell _d ncholaOll (197.) •
2 Including Dixon (1969). Dixon _d IIorris (1971). Morrell &lid
licholsOll (197..). Bain _d Haines (197_). Bolden and IIorgen (1975)


























centre consultations to priury care by n1U'8es in 1:he trea~t 1'00III".
The role of the trea1:ment l'OOIIl u an a11:ematiYe 1:0 the
hospital accident and _rgency depal"1:llent as a place for treatinli
minor conditions hu been examined by Dixon and IIorzois (1971). They
fOlDld that over a six _th period a defined populatiClll provided
"826 casual attendances for tinor conditione at a hospital accidant
depart.nt and 11130 ailliler attendances at 1:he health centre 'tI'Mblent
_" • CoI!IPu-.bla fig1U'88 are 1IOt available for a period before
1:IIe health centre opened an4 it is of C01U'8e not known how far a
health centre treablent 1'00III receives eo_ tiDor casualty casu which
would otherwi.. ha". pe 1:0 the hospital as distinct tro. cases which
would have been dealt with by other agencies or not at all. However,
it does H. likely that a regularly staffed health centre 1:reaaent
, 1'OOID can attract cues which tight have otherwi.. have pe to other
agencies. In ClIle of OUl' studies(ClIrterton)l it appeared. at laaat
as far u patients' stated intentions were CODcemed. that 1:he
existence of 1:he health centre at carterton would result in f_r
patients Heking llinor casualty care in the treaaent 1'008 of a lClllg
eatablbbed aDd _ch larpJ' health centre in a nearby town (VitDey).
'arioUB _ite1'8 have reported on the work of the treat-.nt
rooa DUI'Se in a health _tre lIIIder different lll'l'lUlgellellts to!' staff
and differing policies ClIl treaaent of casualties. For BXaI!IPle.
Dixon(1969) baa repol'ted ClIl the wozok of a 'tNat.an1: _ in S1:ocIarood
health _tre. Bristol. where the 1:reat.a1lt _ wea staffecl for _1:
of the ti. by surpry Dura.S.2 MIIbara of 1:he c-.mity Durainl
t ... staffing 1:he treat-.nt l'OOII on Friday afternoons and Saturdays
when they were not in attendance. Those attending on their 0Im initiative
in this centre at 1:he 1:reaaent l'OOIIl lmOlDIted to 15\ of the attendances
there over a 6 aonth period in 1968. Less than 20\ of 1:hesa self
refel'Z'ala were referred 1:0 doctor or hospital. Bain and Haines (19711)
1 Where a study is referred 1:0 by a aingle geographical nue without
date this is one of the studies s~ised in the appendix to 1:his
peper.
































report on the work of the treatment room at Craigshill health centre.
Livingstone, where the nurses were health authority employed. In
this centre "self referrelll" amounted to just over half of the nlllw
cases seen. One third of the self referrelll were such that the nurse
consulted the doctor about them. The c:rude "new" attendance rate per
year in Craigshill was estimated at 704 attendances per 1000 registered
population COlIIpared with ,.,.8 attendances (not necessarily new) per
1000 patients at risk in Stockwood (»ixon U969» The effective opening
hours of the centres were iIougbly the aame in each case. Rae et al
(1975) report on t:he work of the treatment room at Woodside health
celltre. Glasgow. In this centre patients referred to the treatment
l'OOIIlS had to be aeen initially by one of the doctors of the ceDtre.
The treatment roClllS were open throughout n_l working days as in
the case of those of Stockwood end Craigshill. The centre was
ataffed by state registered general nurses supported by state enrolled
nurses all of whom were elllployed by the local health board. They
noted an annual attendance rate at tbe treatment room of just ID1der
,.00 attendances per 1000 of registered population. In each of
these atudies information is given about the iteas of service for
those attending and general characteristics of attenders. It is
possible to estimate annual attendance rate per 1000 population in
the case of three centres we studied. they were: Witney 39,. per 1000,
about IJO\ were self referred; WallIIend-on-Tyne about 700 attendances
per 1000 patients regiatersd with the precticas using tile celltre as
Mill aurpry (though so.. attenders iIay haft come from other practices
particularly one practice using the centre as a branch surgery. 2 ) •
About 30\ of these attendances were self referrals. In the case
of Henfield the contact rate per 1000 before the centre opened was
about 230 per 1000 patients. i_distely after the opening it had
increased to about 320 per 1000. and a year later, Meed on only a
fortnight's data. it had reached a rate of 730 per 1000 .registered
patients •
1 Which are a_bed in the appendix 1:0 this paper.
2 If the contsct rate is deflated by an lIIIICllD1t proportional to
the nllllber of patients of thia prectice using the centre it



























Clearly there is a good deal of variation from centre to centre
even in these limited figures in the attendllJlce rate per 1000 registered
patients at the treatment room. The extent to which a treatment room
is used will depend on the space available (treatment room space in
Centres studied varied from cramped to lavish), the hours when the
treatment room was staffed, the numbers and kinds of staff who were
on duty at various times (for example the mix of state registered
lIJId state enrolled nurses), lIJId the policy of those concerned as to
the use of the room as well as characteristics of patients served.
The kind lIJId volume of work undertaken in the treatment room
depends crucially on its being regularly staffed. If it is not,
neither the casual patient nor the family doctor wishing to refer
patients is likely to _ke much use of the facility. ~e reason
why a treatment room _y not be staffed on a regular basis is short
staffing where the room is staffed entirely by cOlIIIIIIDity nurses •
since when shortages of staff exist the addition of a treatment room
represents an additional strain on already overstretched resources.
(This occurred in Carterton during the period of the study). The
question of whether the treatment room staff are practice or health
authority employed _y in IIOre or less subtle ways affect the functions
of the treatment room. Certainly where staff are practice employed
any decisions about the treatlnent room activities which these staff
IIDdert~e are pNclominlllltly those for the practices ellploying them
to t~e.l
The workload of the treatment rooll arises from referrals by
the doctors, referrals, in the sense of suggesting at least a
preliminary consultation with a nurse, by reception staff, and direct
calls by the patient to the treatment l'OOIl (also referrals from
other egencies althouF usually these in practice, froll the centre's
point of dew, are reduced to one of the above categories of attender).
The illp8ct of a treatment room in a health centre "ill be due
in no slla1l .asure to the policy explicit or implicit as to the






1 In 80_ cases practice nurse. and health authority nurse. share
the responsibility for staffing the treatlnent room and so
different work can be undertaken at different ti.s of the


























should. conscious attempt be made to identify the health centre
as a minor casualty treatment facility. what range of cases should
be treated; what range of staff should be provided for this
purpose, what instructions should be given to reception staff as
to the kinds of patients which should be offered the opportllllity of
a consultation with a treatment room nurse when they call for
attention from their family doctor; for which kinds of treatment
or other care will it be appropriate or inappropriate for the
general practitioner to refer the patient to the treatment room
nurse and so on?
It appears from the literature and the studies reported in
this paper th.t treatment room functions are oftan allowed to evolve
gradually subject to the lllini_ of agreed guidelines (apart that
is from general perceptions of the kinds of tasks appropriate to
doctort> md n\U'lle. respectively). This may well be sensible in the
early stages of the health centre's life but given the potentially
illlpOrtant role of the trea-t.ent room it: seems very .desirable that
its work should be the subject of regular review by an appropriate
body of general practitioners and health authority representatives
(such as is 8Olletille. fOlllld in a centre professional users COlIIIlittee) •
with the object of developing the IIOst effective use of the treatment
roo. in .ach centre's local context.
If it is .ccepted that aoving to a health centre or similar
preais.s has no gener&l .ff.ct 011 the contact rate of the general
practitioners invol....d it ..y still be argued that there has been
a chmge in the workload of these doctors because of a change in
the .wr.ge duration of consultation md/or nUllber of it_ of
semc. readared to patients. (Not least because the treatment 1'00II
nlJr'lle is doing SOlle of the work which might previously have had
to be undertaken in the ccmsult.tion vith the doctor).
The .Yid_ca on duration of cooault.tion a wilahl. froIl our
studies (V.llaend-ClII-Tyne and Henfield only) la conflicting. In
Henfield there .ppeared to be a_ reductiOll in the average duration
of surgery CClIISult.tions of doctors I while in Wallaend-on-TJDe
this was not th. case (in fact there vu a sligb1: increase in the



























or lack of change in the average surgery consultation time can
be very complex. For example the cOllstreint of the appointments
system with patients being booked in at regular intervals has some
bearing on the duration of consultations. Also a trend away from
home visiting to surgery conSUlting can lead to a different mix
of consultations being seen in the surgery. Again it has been
noted (Bevan et al (1979» that wh... a nurse was introduced to the
surgery in such a way that she saw every patient who came to see the
doctor. in order to aalce preparations and IDIdertake basic procedures
thought appropriate by her before the doctor saw the patient. the
a9llrage consulting time of the doctors actually increased although
they felt less fatigued even when seeing a greater number of patients
per week in the surgery. On the limited evidence available then
from the studies concemed with the IIOve to a health centre it
would be ruh to attribute any change in the average consulting time
in the surgery to such a move. Conceming the number of i teme of
service rendered to each patient in the consultation in the surgery
the evidence again points to little or no change overall though our
information is very limited.
This is not to say that centre changes associated with the
opening of a health centre or similar premises cannot have SOllle
bearing on the ti.. a doctor spends in his various duties. For
example in Wa11send-<lll-Tyne there was evidence of a reduction in
ti.. spent traWllling OD haM visits partly be_e of the introductiClll
of a radio telephone link between tbe centre and the doctors' cars
(previously the link had been 'to a central deputising service radio
station and not the surgery itself) ad partly because the introduction
of a pathology collecting service for the centre doctors ..ant that
they did not have to include the laboratory in their visiting rounds.
as before. to deliver speci.ens.
In short. changes in the work cCllltent of the general practitioners
when they IIOve into a health centre or aiailar premises are probably
.m'e a _tter of policy than of any necessary effect of the centre
itself. ad there is of course no nece..ity for baving By foN of
policy change or By explicit foZ'lll of policy on this ..tter. Features


































facilitate the referral of patients or the request for analysis
respectively can ha'll! an effect on the work content of doctors simply
because it is easier to do these things in the centre. Ideally
the existence of a common room should lead to increased opportunities
for discussion with colleagues OIl clinical IIIStters which might have
benefits in terms of a developing consensus on the most appropriate
use of facilities for patients. However whilst in some health centres
COIlllllOJl rooms are clearly used for clinical discussions. formal or
informal. on a fairly regular basis l this does not appear to be so in
others. l In fact the very universality of the _mbership of the
COIIIIIlOJI room. desirable as this lIlIy be in promoting a sense of community
among centre staff and of providing all with suitable recreational
facilities lIlIy inhibit such conversations developing in the common
room. Certainly it is not· an uncollDlOn plea from doctors that they
would have liked a lIIIleting room for doctors (and possibly certain other
clinical staff) only.
2. The views of staff working at health centres or siJDilar premises
about the change from their former premises.
In the centres we studied it appeared that most family doctors
and other health care professionals working there were reasonably
content with their new working conditions and valued the opportunity
for easier and increased contact with colleagues and the availability
of additional equipment. These advantages were also reported by
doctors interviewed by C&rt'lIright and Andereon (1979). However. Beales
et al.(1976) observed that "generally speaking being in a health
centre appeared to lIlllke cOlllllllll1ications easier but without that then
increasing contacts and expanding relationships" (that is with profess-
iooal colleagues). Many of the doctors approached in our surveys
also believed that they were able to provide a better service to
patients as a result of .aving to the health centre.
This is not to say that prcblellS II%'e never introduced as a result
1 Bealea et al.(1976) found that in the centres they studied "(~n



























of moving into a health centre or similar privately owned premises.
For family practitioners, these tend to centre aroWld costs and
control of professional environment. Increasing costs can be a
source of concern when moving into more sophisticated buildings
whether privately owned or publicly owned. However, the problem of
loss of control over working environment where it occurs is perhaps
particularly associated with health centres. (The problem can
arise in a different form in multi-practice privately owned premises).
In one respect health centres may have an advantage over privately
owned premises in that the rent charged to the general practitioners
occupying accOllllllOdation there will invariably be reimbursed to them
in full whereas doctors in a group practice centre -ay find themselves
in dispute with the local Valuation Officer (see for example Dawes
and Bevan (1976».
However in health centres the problem of cost and control can
be linked. The health centre is often a substantial building owned
and run as a building by a public authority. The general practitioners
occupy certain parts of the building exclusively as (effectively)
tenants and share the cost of other parts. All this has cost
implications for the general practitioner, both in tel'lllS of standard
of services provided and the way in which they are provided (for
example by staff who are health authority employed rather than by
some local relatively infoI'llllll and cheap means). It has implicaticns
for the control over the physical environment where the general
practitioner is often no longer in a poaitlO1l to ase his local contacts
to get a job done quickly - indeed the health centre _y ha~ to wait
its turn in the queue fOr services which may also include organisations
such as an acute hospital with high claillS for priority. (That is
since the reorganisation of the National Health Service 19711. BefOre
that the health centre was at least the most important building run
by the local health authority - see Baker and Bevan (1975) and (1978».
The sense of loss of control on the part of the general
practitioner is heightened if all his reception staff are health
authority employed and if the centre administrator is, wholly employed
and paid for by the health authority, so that he really is isolated






















Whilst these arrangements may simplify the administrative aspect of
work for the general practitioner they can have cost implications
in the case at least of the employment of reception staff by the
authority in that the health authority will usually wish to employ
staff on recognised grades within the authority and to apply normal
conditions of service to them. Paradoxically. the reorganisation
of the National Health Service insofar as it did create a coherent
structure for the provision of all health services. together with
a hierarchy of administrators. did serve to increase the risk of
isolllting the general practitioners simply because they stood out IllUch
mre sharply as independent contractors in this administrative
setting. In a study of the effects of reorganisation. on the running
of health centres (Baker and Bevan (1978» isolated cases were
encolDltered where general practitioners did seem to be retreating
into their OWD sections of the health centre in a way which appeared
to be quite contrary to the intentions in setting up of centres.
In at least one instance the fact that they had no say at all in
the appointment of the centre administrator may have contributed to
this feeling of isolation.
But the point to be noted is that although the cOlllplexity of
the relationship between the general practitioner and the health
authority in a health centre (and the very size of some of the larger
centres) can lead to dispute and dissatisfaction on both sides. this
is something that with care can be avoided as the uny centres that
rIDl sllOOthly and happily testify (see e.g. Baker and Bevan (1975».
Though the evidence on this is scanty. being in the health centre
also lIIIy have the effect of reducing intra-practice disputes because
there are fewer issues requiring internal decisions; it is more a
matter of lUliting against the colllllOn enemy!
For the CODlD\Dlity nurses a move to a health centre can mean
both office and clinical accollllllOdatiOll of a more adequate kind. in
close proximity to that of the general practitioner - a fact which
is generally welcomed. Where the doctors become isolated within the
health centre. as mentioned above. this might have illplications for
the degree of co-operation between doctors and nurses. We have


























namely, doctor dominated centres where possibly because the centre
administrator is strongly oriented towards the needs of the general
practitioner, the nurses feel their needs are not receiving sufficient
attention by way of allocation of rooms, and c01lllllUllication.
A very recent study (Asakura et al (1979» into the working of
primary health care teams as viewed by general practitioners and
cOllllllunity nurses in selected centres in Great Britain, has found that in
centres studied where there were regular meetings between family
doctors and community nurses (that is not just informal meetings to
discuss the work of the day) practitioners were IDOre likely to rate
highly certain aspects of the health vis!tors' work and role in
the primary health care team than those from centres where such
regular llleetings did not take place and those in group practice
centres visited. (In all cases the numbers were very small, but do
suggest the possibility of further research into this IIlatter) •
The general practitioners' receptionists are a group whose
working conditions may change when their practices IDOve into health
centres (apart from the simplest and smallest of these) or into a
mUlti-practice group practice centre. They may find themselves
working with receptionists from other practices as well as health
authority staff in a large relatively open plan reception area. Just
as some patients (see page 13) find the larger busier atJDOsphere of
such areas oftputting, so do SOIlle receptionists. On the other hand,
SOlle My Ylllue the reduced isolation. Beales et al.(1976) noted
that in the centres they studied, it was usually the receptionist and
similar staff who supported social events in centres. There are also
problem and possibillties in a health centre for reception and
allied staff. particularly if they are health authority employed, in
belonging to a larger and (public) organisation with established
procedures concerning employees and opportunities to belong to a
trade union etc.
Health centres also differ from group practice centres in that
the Department of Health & Social Security and the health authorities
noru.lly expect centres to establish "centre Collllllittees .representative
of the interests of all staff, professional and non-professional
working at the centre" (see for example Health Circular HC (79)8). A

































health centres then open in England, centre collllllittees of this
kind were active in no IDOre than half of such centres. However it
was certainly the policy of W)st health authorities at that time that
it was essential or desirable for the health centre administrator
(where in post) to be a IDember of the committee and about half such
authorities thought it was essential or desirable that the receptionists
should be represented on the collllllittee •
The C01lllllOll room, which frequently seems to be little used by
family doctors, does on the other hand appear to be used to a larger
extent by receptionists and 150 serves as an amenity additional to
those available in previous practice premises •
Generally speaking, from the point of view of staff lIIOrue it
seems that health centres fare at least as well as GP premises generally
and it would certainly be wrong to suggest that they are generally
filled with IUlhappy employees who look nostalgically to the simpler
more homely arrangements of the past. In fact it would appear that
health centres have been quite successful in providing the factors
that rellOve dissatisfaction from those working there ("Job Hygiene
Factors" in Herzberg's terms - accessibly described in Pugh et al.
(1971». Where health centres have been less successful is in
providing IDOtivational factors (see Beales et al.(1976»which positively
encourage developlllllut of various professional roles as distinct
froa relDOving illpediments to their developlllllnt (we take this point
up later).
3. Patients' views on health centres and similer premises and
the care provided from them.
OUr surveys (see appendix) suggest that very few of the patients
questioned would have preferred that their doctors continue in their
foZ'lll8r premises: indeed in all cases the majority stated a preference
for the health centl'll although fro. 10 to 40 per cent (in the various
centres) 'did not mnd'. A much higher proportion however of the
patients questioned lIbout the three small centl'lls stated a pl'llference
for the health centl'll than was the case uong patients of the two
larger centresl (the difference being in the proportion who did not

































mind where ~hey were seen ra~her ~han ~ha~ of ~hose who would prefer
~o be seen in o~her premises). The finding ~ha~ few pa~ien~s wished
~o re~urn ~o ~he kind of premises superseded by the centre is supported
1generally by other studies reviewed by Parterson (1975) who did
no~ however discern any size effects such as we did, although there
lIlay be a problem of leek of uniformity in the working of questions
in the various surveys reviewed and in the smallness of the samples
approached in some cases. In only one study, Dixon (1971), did he
note substantial opposition to the health centre in that nearly half
those approached would not wish to go to a doctor in a centre if they
moved to another area. Craig and Hamison (1978) in their study
of patients' views of health centres in Morthem Ireland found ~hat
about 20\ of their respondents would choose a doctor who did not
work in ~he health centre if they moved to another area.
In our study respmdents over 65 years of age appeared ~o be
at least as likely 'to be generally in"favour of health centres (and
particular aspects of ~hese about which _ questioned them) as those
in younger age groups. Young adults (under 25 years) often appeared
to be the least satisfied with the health centre UIOIlg the age groups
questioned, whether because they had higher expectations or special
problems (for example young women coping with a first child). Generally
higher proportions of those with experience of the health centre (in
the sense of having attended the centre for themselves or to take
sOlleone else, on one or IIDl'e occasions) were in favour of the health
centre than UlOIlg those without this experience.
About the only features that worried substantial nUllbers of
respondents in our surveys _re the reception and waiting areas
(Parterson (1975) also noted this in his review of surveys of patients
of health centres). But this problem only appeared to arise in the
two larger centres we studied. Whilst the question of confidentiality
was the cause of so_ respondents' worry about COllllClll _iting areas
adjoining open plan reception counters and offices it also appeared
to he the volue of hUIIBII activity that worried people - the sheer
1 Dixon (1971), Haigh (197~), Macdonald et al (197~), Mckniff (1973),
Miller (1972), Muffield centre (1970), Vickera (1972), Woods et al



















numbers of people senerating noise and IllOvement. Respondents in
our studies were relatively tolerant of small and unsatisfactory
waiting areas serving one practice - they might be IlIlcomfortable
and overcrowded but the scale of activity appeared bearable. This
was also noted in another study of an experimental surgery unit,
where tilere was evidence of overcrowding and the waiting room was
generally thought to be the least satisfactory part of the building
by doctors and staff. Even 80, 80\ of the patients questioned said
they liked, the waiting room (Bevan et al.(1979».
On the limited evidence from our studies (see page 53 ) it
appears that only a minority (in one case a very small minority of
patients, perhaps less than 10\) considered that care received from
their doctor had changed for the better following the opening of the
centre, almost all the rest felt that care was IlIlchanged, hardly anyone
thought it was worse. This finding is broadly in line with those of
Patterson (1975) and Cartvright and Andereon (1979) and probably does
no more than reflect the fact that much of the illness which gives
rise to surgery consultations can be treated with equipment to be
fOlllld in IllOst consulting roolllS. Thus the specialised staff and
facilities of the centre would not have been needed by most respondents
or those close to them during the relatively short time most health
centres ~tudied had been open - though this remark applies vith less
force to the findings of C8rtvright and Anderson (1979).
certainly very few respondents in our study reported bavini
attended any other staff than their doctor or an attached or treatment
1
room nurse. Also, in stating that no change in care had taken
place follOlfing the opening of the centre, in their opinion, many
emphasised that this was because of the importance they attached to
the doctor rather than to the location from which he or she was
practising•
GeneN.l1y in our studies, the patients were, if anything, more
likely, in the centre to want to see their own doctor rather than to
1 In the case of the centres where we studied patients' opinion, DODe





























see another (about a non-urgent matter) even if it meant waiting a
day or lIlOre. It may have been that in some of the centres studied
it was easier to see a patient's own doctor simply because there was
more consulting room accoJlllllOdation which meant that more doctors
could be consulting simultaneously than in the premises superseded.
Given the importance actual or potential of the treatment room
in the health centre, it is reassuring that the great majority of those
who had attended a nurse helping a doctor in the surgery felt that
she constituted an advantage to the patient (in our surveys at least).
Those who had no experience of a nurse working in this way were IllUCP
IBOre divided as a group as to whether her presence in the surgery was
an advantage or disadvantage to the patient. This finding is compatible
with those of a n\llllber of other studies on patients' opinions about
the role of the nurse in the surgery (not just in health centres),
IIOst recently that of Cartwright and Andereon (1979). Equally there
is evidence that patients do have reservations about the range of
work beyond the fairly well established nursing procedures which it
is felt a treatment room or surgery nurse can suitably undertake
(for example Cunningham et al. (1972), Smith and O'Donovan (1970), and
Bevan et al. (1976». These doubts affected increasing proportions
of patients as the extension of the role of the nurse encroached
further into the diagnostic and decision _king sphere, traditionally
associated with the general practitioner. These doubts can be
dispelled for .any after firet blIDd experience of the nurse working
(collpetently) in this way, but the~ radical the change in her
role, the higher the p!'Oportion of the patients who haWl to be
convinced and it seems in at least one study (Bevan et al. (1976» that
patients can be very slow to reveal their anxieties to doctors or
their staff. It see_ likely that as a nurse's range of l'lI8ponsibilities
is enlarged, assurance and education from the patients' doctors
about the appropriateness of the developlMlnt will speed its acceptance •
This education and assurance will be lOre effective if the doctors
are able to pinpoint "hat it is that worries their patients about
these develop_nts •
Cartwright and Anderson (1979) suggested that there my be 80l11e













practice in health centres though they warn that since this finding
is based on a cross sectional study, in which respondents registered
with doctors practising in various circumstances at a given point
in ti_ are cOlllpared, "it could be that doctors with certain
personality traits, patient-relationship patterns or fro. cUfferent
baclcgrolDlds are IIOre attracted to health centres than others". Their
study is relatively recent and based on COIIIp8ratively large numbers
of health centres. OUr studies and SOIle of the others although
based on small numbers of health centres, do colllpare patients I opiniOlls
before and after a health centre has been opened and by and large point to
an opposite conclusion namely that certain types of health centre
in the patients' eyes represent s definite iaprovement on the
prelllises replaced. In the face of this inconclusive evidence, the
sensible COUl'se is to accept that there lIIIy be special problelllS
in staff-client relationships in a relatively large and cOlllplex
organisation; to watch for any signs of difficulty and to take
active steps to ensure that a breakdown of cOllllDllDications between
the various parties does not take place.
It lIIIy well be that organisations (see also page 211) for
Pl'OlllOting liaison between patients and prillllll'Y team workers can play
an iaportant role in this process and the suggestion of the Royal
eo.ission on the National Health Serrlce (1979) that "positive steps
should be taken to encourage the setting up of such colllllittees and
that financial support should be liven to enable the. to get off
the ground" merits serious COI181deration •
11. The effect of the replacement of a number of small general
ractice remses b a sin e health centre or silllilar buUdin
upon pat ents ease of trawl to the doctor's surgery'
The replacement of general practitioner prellliaes and clinics
by a single centre did not in the centres we studied lead to patients
on a"erage being required to travel greater distances. Indeed in
at least three of the six centres considered, the location of the
centre (either in terE of distance from patients' hOllles or because
it was cOll"enient in relation to bus routes or other facilities) or
the provision of car parking apace IIIIde for greater convenience in
















was much better sited in relation to the popu1ation ser9led) the
premises were close to those replaced. This does not seem at all
surprising in the case of small centres housing one practice since
presumably general practitioners would not contemplate in the normal
course of ~vents IIlOving to premises that were badly placed in relation
to their catchment areas. The practices IIlOving into two larger
centres studied happened to have premises clustered fairly close
together, SO given the existence of a suitable site for a bUilding of
the scale needed the problem of distance from patients I homes was
not an isslle.
Of course this is not to say that siting problelllS have not
occurred elsewhere although the literature is fairly limited on this
_tter. SOllll!times a centre is not built at all because no site
convenient to the doctors wishing to enter it can be found (or at
least this _y be one of the factors deteZ'lllining a decision not to
build - e.g. HOrshalll, West Sussex and Edenbridge, Kent.) On other occasions
a centre can be built although implying longer journeys on average
to the centre for patients, e.g. the first centre at Skelmersdale,
Lancashire •
Hovever, another factor which _y lead to inconvenient siting
for patients of a health centre is the existence of space to build
adjacent to a local hospital wsually of the 'collllllUJlity' or GP type.
Hol'll8D (1977)1 cites the case of EXIIOuth where ten doctors from six
locations distributed in the town IIlOVed into a health centre which vu
adjacent to the local hospital but situated half a 1I11e above the old
town on a steep hill and which was reported to be very inconvenient
for patients particularly the elderly.
This brings out an inevitable tension underlying the philosophy
of health centre type premises. One reason for building such centres,
apart from obtaining generally agreeable premises, is the belief that
by concentrating a number of family doctors and associated health
authority staff at the same base advantages will ensue both because
colllllunication is facilitated between these workers and hecause the scale






















of the centre justifies the provision of a wider range of equipment
therein. Siting a centre next to a hospital has potential benefits
both from the point of Yiew of liaison with more staff in the health
services and because of the greater range of facilities that can be
made available in such a complex.
However where either the bringing together of a number of
doctors and other prilllilry care team members in a centre and/or siting
it lIext to a hospital leads to increased journey distance or other
difficulties of 'trllvel there is no doubt that two groups in the
population IlOst likely to feel this are :
1) the elderly,
2) women in general and not least those with young children •
OUr studies and others (see for eXUlple Patterson (1975) where several
studies are reviewed) consistently reveal that it is these groups
who are least likely to ha". access to ears and II08t likely to walk
to the surgery despite the fact that some of them _y well have
greater difficulties in walking by Yirtue of the infirmity of age or
in the case of IIIDthers because of their having to bring young children
with them•
It has IlOreover long been apparent (see Smith et al (1966) and
even Dewson (1920» that though there _y be substantial benefits
in grouping staff and facilities in health centre or sillilar complexes
_y of tile prohl_ for which patients seek attention can be quite
adequately dealt with by a doctor or nurse from the simplest prelli.es
and without any need for Haising with other staff or using _re than
the _st basic equipment. Hence the idea of a central relatively
sophisticated health centre with outstations such as that proposed for
Thamesmead by Smith and colleagues (1966). This also explains the
popularity in our surveys of branch surgeries (which appear to be
particularly used by the elderly, and IlOst people who used them walked
to these surgeries). Alternatives such as providing a bus service to
and from the site of the branch surgery at about the time of surgery
sessions replacad when a branch surgery was shut have been attempted
or contemplated. Hovever such is often the simplicity of the branch



























(see Bevan et al 1974) than continuing the branch surgery even taking
account of the extra time needed by the doctor to make the journey
out to the branch surgery. Many of those who used the branch surgery
however. at least in one of our surveys,clearly saw this as in some
sense an outstation of the health centre and would regard that centre
as the natural place to attend for more specialised forms of treatment
or treatment needed urgently (such as a minor accident in normal
working hours). For this reasOll health centres may make .are accessible
services other than those of the family doctor even where these latter
are no IIlOre or perhaps even less convenient in terms of geographical
location. HOlIever it does appear that these 'other' services are used
by often very small morities of patients in any particular year
in cOlllparison with those seeking attention from their family doctor •
Accordingly we found in the OIle centre where this was studied as did
Patterson (1975) that patients did not generally attach much illlpOrtance
to family doctor services being located in a health centre in close
proximity to other services (except for pharmacy for the obvious
reasOD that a visit to the doctor frequently leads to the need to have
a prescription dispensed and this can occur at tiES when f_ chemists
shops are open. even where these are conveniently located). More
people appear to value the proximity of the doctor's surgery to other
facilities such as shops and library etc •
5. The effect of the desi of a health centre or aiallar remises
upoa pat ents access to their doctors.
The healthy and vigorous in body and mind are unlikely to
find IDUch difficulty in sur'lllOunting obstacles to care presented by a
lIOdem building but by no means all patients are in this state at
least when they decide to go and see their doctor. Moreover it
has been suggested that lIIlIDy of those with liarl:ted .ability due to
age or other causes may prefer sOlllllti..s to attend at the doctor's
surgery rather than always having to call for a ho_ visit (F1oyd
(1968). KAD Faversham (1979».
The design of health centres has received INCh attention in



























Quite often health centres appear to constitute definite
improvements on the domestic type premises they replace where the
small dimensions of doors and corridors in such houses and the not
\DlCOllllllOn need to site some surgery accOllllllOdation on the first floor
(without access by lift) all present difficulties to those whose
capacity to walk is limited or non-existent.
The three small centres we studied appeared to present little or
no difficult;yas far as access was concerned. All accollllllOdation was
on gro\llld level and the designs were straightforward so it was easy
to gain access to all parts of the building. However two of the larger
centres studied were built so that all clinical accommodation was
above gro\Dld level. Considerable care had been given to access so
that both had lifts and there was also access by ramp as well as by
stairs. However, it appeared that few people even among the elderly
normally used the lifts and that some of those with difficuUies in
walking fO\Dld the use of the ramps especially in winter very hazardous.
There was also some irritation in one centre where at ground floor
level there was csrparking accoDlllOdation only: cars in some sense had
taken precedence over humans. A problem raised by others was the
difficulty of leaving prams in a pram park below the level at which
young children were to be seen, e.g. at wellbaby clinics,which Ileant
the pram had to be left out of sight of the mother, and the child
had to be carried up to the higher floor.
Clearly it is IDllikely in urban situstions that health centres
of medium or large size can be entirely built on ground floor level
(even as far as c1inica1 accOllllllOdation is concerned) - and even if
it Is decided to build small health centres given the scarcity of
land it is likely that these will have to be built on restricted
sites at _re than one level. OI1e solution to the problem of access
to a building lllIy well again be to resort to the use of outstations
which were mentioned in the last section in the context of travelling
to the centre since very simple accollllllOdation could be based at
ground floor level (that is if all that was needed was a small COIIsulting


























6. The effect of the organisation in a health centre or similar
premises upon patients' acceBB to their doctors.
Almost invariably centres are larger organiBations than those
replaced - in particular there are a larger nWllber and a wider range
of staff concentrated within the same building than in any of the
general practice premiBeB superseded. Usually (and this was the
case in all centres studied) centre reception areas are staffed through-
out normal office working hours of the week and often well beyond so
that there is at least a point of contact during these times for the
patient to approach for advice. Also in the caBe of emergencieB there
iB a greater likelihood that professional staff of some kind, not
necessarily doctors, would be available to assist or adviBe than was
the cue in the simpler premises replaced. In particular an almost
universal feature of health centres (and one found in all centres we
studied) is the treatlllent room which is staffed for much of the working
week by fully qualified nurses either practice employed or health
authority employed or sometimes shared by both types of nurse.
We have already referred to the part which treatment rooms can
play in treating IIinor accident CUeB and illneBBeB where patients
co.e direct to the nurse who will of course refer caBes outside her
l'8I1ge of skill to the doctor (Bee page 2 ). In a Bense alao, the
existence of a staffed treatMnt room to which patientB can be referred
i_diatsly by the doctor during the surgery for specialised nursing
procedures represents an illpro_nt in accesB to care for the patient
who might previously have had to return a second time to Bee the
nurse·
In one sense there is no reason why the opening of a health
centre should neceBsarily imply any' change at all in the accessibility
of a patient to his or her general practitioner as far as attending
at the surgery is concemad. Hcwe'U'ar, partly because of the size
of the centres and partly perhaps because they are public premises they
do tend to be rether more formally organised. Moving to a centre
is often the occasion for introducing an appointlllents &ystem or

























This _y mean as at Shoreha_by-Sea that it is felt by some patients
to be more difficult to see the doctor without an appointlDflnt.
However. in the centres we studied seeing the doctor in the surgery
and obtaining an appointment for this purpose appeared !!2! to be
a source of worry to patients generally and it did appear that the
elderly was probably the most contented age group as far as getting
to see the doctor was concerned. There was no evidence moreover
that pat~ents were going any less to see the doctor;. if anything
the converse. In the one case where the surgery consulting rate
appeared to have declined. so had. according to patients' recollections •
the nWllber of times they had an IDlfulfilled need to see the doctor
in the surgery or in the home. In fact. although the surgery!hOIlle
visiting ratio was tending to increase in the health centres studied
as indeed in lIlaIly other practices at the time (ReG!' 1973) it did
n~t appe~r that there was any increasing need felt but not satisfied
by patients for visits in the hollle (or for surgery consultations).
Two other aspects of access which _y be affected by a
centre are ringing in for an appointment and trying to lIllke contact
with a doctor for out of hours assistance. There is no reason in
principle why a centre should be any more or less well placed
in these respects than the premises replaced - although with a
relatively large building and a number of services and practices
it is possible that congestion could build up on telephone lines.
There was no evidence in the centl'ea we studied of probleM of this
kind however. Contact with the doctor out of normal worlting hours
can he a problem as was noted in one health centre we studied. Shoreba_
by-Sea. where at the tillle of the study. it could require as many as
three telephone calls to reach the doctor on duty. Again this is
nothing which suitable publicity ClI1 centre information cards and notices
outside the centre cannot overcome (also perhaps in the telephone
directory) •
The fact tbat health centres and some purpose built group practice
premses close overnight and at weekands and no one is living on
the preadaes My also create a sanse of isolation of the patient from
his!her doctor because there is virtually no .ay of obtaining access

















general prac'tice premises also do no't have any s'taff living on the
pntmises) •
Generally 'then, cen'tres may offer advantages in terms of access
to care and there is DO reason in terms of organisa'tional characteristics
why they should necessarily constitute any impediment 'to seeking care
from the doctor or other primary care provider. In fact a number
of studies (e.g. those aummarised by Patterson (1975), Craig and
HarbisOl1 (1978), writing about Northem Ireland, besides our own) have
suggested that patients in general do not find any great difficulty in
obtaining access to their doc'tor as a result of organisational changes
associated with moving 'to a health centre. However, 'they did report
that Ilinorities (20\ in the case of Craig and Harbison (1978) ranging
up 'to 117\ in one of the studies reviewed by Patterson (1975)J folll'ld it
more difficult to see 'their doctor in 'the health cen'tre. Many of
these patients felt that 'they would choose not to be registered with a
doctor in a health cen'tre if they moved to another part of 'the
COlll'ltry (DixOl1 (1971) and Craig and Harbison (1978».
The centres' appointments systems appeared to be 'the focal point
for this criticism. Reasons for this included: the greater formality
of the appointments sys'tem in the cen'tre; difficulty in obtaining
an appo~ntmen't to see the doc'tor on 'the day requested without having
to lIl8ke a case to the receptionis't for an earlier appointment on the
grolll'lds of aeverity or urgency of the medical condition requiring
attention; or posaibly difficulties in contacting a centre by telephone.
Paradoxically too, the existence of what is essentially an extra
service in the fom of the practice or 'treatment room nurae can be
seen as a barrier to access to the doctor if rightly or wrongly it
appears that this facility is being used as an alternative to aeeing
the doctor directly. DillOn (1971) and Craig and Harbison (1978)
both auggest that patients reporting difficulty of access tended to be
at the lower end of the aocial acale. However the Patients Association,
which ia certainly not a body with membership or intereats cClllfined
exclusively to social classes IV and V, has in various statements
(1972, 1975) also expresaed concern about such issues both in respect
















It is to be emphasised that we are talking about the disquiet
of Ilinorities. and often apparently very small minorities at least
of those questioned in the various surveys. Quite apart from any
question of whether patients approached in surveys over or under
state their anxieties about their general practitioner arrangements.
it is certainly difficult for a practice or health centre organisation
to form an opinion about patients' views on matters of access to
their general practitioner. These who complain most vigorously are
not necessarily the only ones with a worry about these _tters and
they al'l! not necessarily those with the greatest (or any) justification
for collplaint. And if it is difficult: for the reception staff to
form an opinion about patients' worries it is considerably more SO
for the general practitioner who for a number of reasons may be
relatively insulated froll the problems encountered at the reception
area (for example distance froll this area. the primary business of
treating in rapid succession a number of patients who by the time
they have arrived at the consulting room may be more concerned with
getting the best out of the consultation than with recouD1ling difficulties
of getting past the receptiCll desk). Patients' collllittees have
recently come to general attention through the setting up of a
National Association far Patient Participation in General Practice
under the chail'll8Jlship of Sir George Godber. These _y well bave
a role in bridging any c_ications gaps there may be between the
the prilllll'Y care organisation (or individuala within this) and
pattClta pIIerally.
7. Tbe limitations of the current a roach to deve
care se" CBS a health centres or similar pr s.s.
From our studies and the literature it appeare that health
centres do not present any great or insoluble. prob18ll8 to those
who lISe the... patients. bealth care professionals or administrative
staff. Generally they very often emerge as definite improve_nta
011 the premises replaced in terms of desi/Pl and facill ties. and the
siting of centres in relatiOll to populations served ha not usually






















Health centres however are almost certainly much mare costly
1tobuUd and run than the premises they replace (particularly from
the point of view of the health authority and also. more expensive
generally from the point of view of the NHS as a whole in terms
of payments to that authority and directly or indirectly to the
general practitioners).
This consideration raises the question as to whether the additional
cost of health centres is worthwhile in te1'llll of changes in care
provided (accepting that some of the extra cost ..y be justified in
tel'llS of providing health service personnel with working conditions
of an acceptable standard). It is not difficult to find reports in
the literature of exciting and promising new developments undertaken
from health centres and probably ..de poasible only by the existence
of something like a health centre. SOIIle of these are listed in
Baker and Bevan (1973) and supplements to this bibliography -
Baker et al (197~, 1975, 1976) •
However the health centre is in many ways a passive and
inflexible concept. It is passive because as far as planning and
consultation between the health authority and professional users is
concerned it is essentially a building with associated administrative
support of a service and housekeeping kind. The developments mentioned
above arise because of initiatives that one or _re professional users
ha.. taken. An bIportant reason for this passive characteristic
of health centre plaDDing and operaticm from the health authority's
point of view of course lies in the contractual relationship between
the general practitioner and the National Health Service and in
professional relationships as they affect the doctors and health
authority nurses and other staff. One consequence of this is that
there is no question of seeking to stimulate development by selection
of suitable leaders among general practitioners so the alternative
is to provide the right kind of incentive (not necessarily financial)
for improving care.
1 From observation it is clear that group practice premises serving a
aillilar nlllllber of general practitioners, although usually not as
wide a range of other health service ataff, are built on a IlUCh IDCll'e
modest scale - that is where the general practitioners have a
financial interest in the building i tsalf they will tend to aettle

























This is where the problem of inflexibility of the health centre
approach arises. Centres are abost invariably permanent buildings
designed in conformity with a series of specific guidelines. Rooms
can of course be used for _re than one purpose but the interior layout:
cannot. usually be IIIOdified except as a building operation. Professional
users and in particular general practitioners have little scope for
dete!'lllining the ways in which the sums to be spent on a health centre
are used apart from indicating their requirements in terms of details
of design and furnishings and preferences on the general adlllinist:rative
arrangements for the centre. Because the IIOney to be &pent on a health
centre is there for that precise purpose only, as far as the pri.ary
health care team aelllbers are cODcerned, it is a question of taking it
or leaving it. There is little encouragement for prilllBl'y health
care teams, in a locality where expendit:ure on a health centre is thought
to be justified, to explore alternative ways of spending the sums
involved. We bave encountered team _mars who would have preferred
the total sums of capital and revenue to be allocated in different
ways e.g. with greater emphasis on the provision of professional staff
and less on relatively elaborate buildings •
If the health centre concept .s at present realised within
the Jlational Health Service bu its lbdtations, .0 too does its lIIllin
rival ''the group practice centre". Purpose built group practice
premises ..y well be the mst econollical baBes tro. which to provide
pneNl practice .ervices in ...ociation with theee of the _ity
nuraes. Because.uch premi.es are owned by the general practitioners
using the. (or wbat amunts to the SllJlle thing, rented bY them on
a purely co_reial basis) they have a natural incentive to take an
active part in the running of wbat is very auch their own establishment •
The individual principal's freedom of action within a group practice
premises is limited to the extent that he is one of several .ore or
less equal share-holders in the foN of other principals working there.
By contrast there is a much wider range of interested parties with
a claim to a aay in the running of a health centre as a building
including of course the health authority itself .. owner of the building
and in effect occupier of aueb of it. So in a group practice centre
























and ~o~al freedom from ou~side in~erference.
There are ~oo, benefits and economies of scale which accrue ~o the
doctors in group practice premises - equipment and staff which could
not be individually afforded, the possibility of arranging cover for
one another for off-duty periods within the group so that patients
requiring 'care at these times would not be. faced by an unfamiliar doctor;
opportunities for general practitioners to Illlet and discuss general
utters with colleagues.
These are all benefits which of course can equally well be
found in health centres end privately owned premises, acCOllllllOdating
silllilar numbers of doctors. However, the central purpose of group
practice premisel! is to provide clinical accOllllllOdation for general
_dical practice; and provision for other services, beyond a treatMnt
room, is normally very limited compared with what is available in a
health centre serving the same number of practitioners. Financial
considerations oblige the practitioners based at the premises to
restrict the range of accollllllOdation there. So if so_ health centres
have .1ssed opportunities for co-operation and IIUtual education on the
part of the staff providing care from the centre, these opportunities
arguably are not there at all in the group practice centre.
We feel strongly that the ti_ has come to experiment with
altematiYes to the conventional health centre. To take steps to
encourage ideas for such altem.thes to be generated at grus roots
level, we feel that on en experiaental basis in selected localities
where allocating a sum of lIOI18y to build end l'III1 a health centre is
deemed to be justified, the prillary health care t_ involved, should
in cOllllultation with officers of health authorities be inYited to
submit schemes (within the cost liaits of the conventional centre
that would otherwise be built) which would in their judgement best
pl'OlllOte the development of prilllll'Y care in their localities. The
CIIUS would be on the tealll8 as applicants to persuade those reBpoosible
for authorising the expenditure of the sumsof IIIOney involved that
it was indeed the IIIOst appropriate way for their localities for spending
the IIIOney and (since we are talking ilbout innovation) an integral part
of the schellle should be proposals for following it up to exudne whether









arrangements are schemes tailored to local needs and in which the
prilllal'Y health care tealllS involved had a vigorous role (amounting to
a vested interest) in their planning and implementation.
We have been associated with a small scheme with some of these
characteristics supported by the Department of Health and Social
Security (Bevan et al (1979» which involved an inexpensive building
specially designed to promote a particular way of working in the surgery
on the part of a doctor and nurse team. Integral to the scheme was
the increase in nUl'lling staff necessary and the evaluation of the
scheme by this Unit. We were very much impressed by the incentives
this scheme gave to its originators and supporters in the practice to
innovate and to justify its existence not just during the period when
the scheme was being evaluated but continuously thereafter.
In the case of existing centres, of course, opportlDlities for
radical innovation are limited because a good deal of the capital and
revenue expenditure has already been collllllitted and cannot be diverted
to alternative uses. It seems desirable however to attempt to encourage
innovation in priaary care by making available resources which a primary
health care team could obtain, provided they made out the sort of case
_tioned ahoveand it was deellled likely to improve care in a well
defined way and agreed to have the proposed development mnitored to
check on its outcome. l
Another possibility of a similar kind aight be to consider
whether it would be possible to proYide aerit awards to priJlary health
care tealllS in health centres of elsewhere for action which in view
of the assessors was particularly praiseworthy, the award going to the
team as a whole for use on some agreed project.
At all events the essence of the proposition advanced here is
that the present arrangements for providing resources for developaents
in priaary health care offer little encouragement to the people providing
care at the local level to search for and implement iaaginat1ve schemes
1 It Illly seem unrealistic to tallc in tel'llS of development initiatives
at a time of severe financial restraint. However it is also t1'\le that
if planners are serious in proposing that the priaary health care
sector of the National Health Service should take over Boae of the
functions of the hospital sector with corresponding reduction in cosu
little is likely to be achieved unless the priaary sector is proYided























designed to Ileet particular health care needs, as they parceive them,
of the patients they serve. A nUlllber of gains _y be achieved by
allowing the local primary health care providers the opportllDity
to make a case for committing capital and recurrent resources in a
particular way, with the minbllllll of prior restriction on possibilities
but, laying the emphasis rather on their schelle's capability of
achieving acceptable specific health care goals (with provision of
feedback on the scheme's fllDctioning, if implellented, in relation to
these goals). A local primary health care team could gain an
increased say in the way development resources are colllllitted in return
for rendering SOIle accolDlt to the resource providers on the effectiveness
of the development in relation to specific health care goals agreed
with those providers. This might serve as an incentive to SOlle teams
to search for creative responses to local health care needs; and
where such primary health care teams are associated with patient
participation schemes they lIlly also wish, when generating proposals,
to draw on the ideas and expertise of their patients (a group with
as strong an incentive as any to search for the best ways of using
resources to provide them with care). Such sc"'s would and should
also probably draw the cOllllllUllity physicianlinto IIIOre direct and
rewarding dialogue with general practitioners and primary health care
colleagues in the negotiations surrolDlding these schelles. The ideas
underlying the proposition are not new. For example the experimental
schelle mentioned on page 28 wu proposed as long ago as 1968 (Floyd,
(1968» and the work of Wickinp (1977) has att8lllpted in the hospital
context to involve clinicians in detailed review of the use of
resources for health care. The Royal eo-i.ssion (1979) also supports
the idea of giving greater incentives and control over budgets to
''NHS semce providers".
There are clearly lIIlIIIy ways in which resources for development
llight be IIllde a.Uable to those prillll!'J health care team which
make a suitable case along the lines _tioned above. The principle
of territorial equality in the provision of health services could
be respected and prolllOted by allocating a disproportionately large part
of the resources a _ilable for development initiatives for under-
provided areas; by selecting appropriate target themes which might
1 In the next section we identify several areas in which co_unity

























vary from year to year, the attention of those thinking of making
a development initiative at the local level can be drawn to _tters
considered to have high priority at either regional or national
level. The possible variants are numerous. Here we do no more
than argue that the general approach iB worth serious consideration






















A sUl!lllar'Y of 80_ problelD8 identified in the preceding
discussion end suggested contributions to their solution.
1. Promoting developments in prilllllI'Y health care services for
a locality.
There is considerable inflexibility both in the I health centre I
and I group practice premises' approaches to developing primary health
care services.
Contribution to 801ution
Schell8S for developing primary health care services in a
locality which do not necessarily COlIform to either of these approaches
should be finenced by the National Health Service (at least on an
experi_ntal basis). In particular _mbere of the local prillllry health
care teams in consultation with appropriate district and area officers
(see also (2) below) should be encouraged to talce the initiative in
foNUlating solutions to local problell8 in developing pri1llll1'Y care.
These solutions could, for example, 118an using the resources available,
which would otherwise have been used for a conventional health centre,
011 so_ alternative scheme. The ..sential feature of this approach
is that the local primary health care providers would he offered the
opportunity of proposing schemes for developing the care they provide
which are subject to the Ilini_ of prior constraint as to form, but
Nther appraised in tel'lllll of their capability of achieving agreed
specific health care goals.
The foregoing represents our principal rec~dation. It is
however aBSUJDed that prillllry health care cen'tres of SOIl8 descriptiOft
will COfttinue to be built and the following reco_ndationsrelate to
aspects of the planning Dd running of these centres.
2. The planning of health cen'tres
This _y fail to include adequate COIIsideration of the professiOftal
use of the building Dd in particular the ways in which the potential
assets to prillllry health care tee work in the building are to be
exploited in the provisiOft of care.
Contribution to solution

























community physician one of whose specific major responsibilities
is to take a full part in the development of primary health care
premises and their organisation.
3. The role of nurses in the primary health care telUll
Locating the office and clinical accollllllOdation of general
practitioners and collllllUnity nurses in close proximity to one another
in the sSlle centre, whilst helpful, is not sufficient to ensure that
the closer professional contact in the form of IlUtual education and
cooperatiOll in .providing care does in fact take place.
Contribution to solution
eo_lDlity nurses involved at centre and divisional level. the
general practitioners at the centre and the cO_lDlity physician with
special responsibility for health centres and prillllry care develop_nts
(see 2 above) should regularly review the ways in which these doctors
and nurses work together and innovation encouraged if neceuary by
seeking financial support from outside local revenue sources.
4. Use of treatment rooms
Treablent roolllS where staffed throughout nOl'llllll working hours
are kept very busy partly as a :result of referrals by the family
doctor and partly as a result of patients coming direct for treatment
or advice. The treatment rooll is in fact one of the IIOllt distinctive
characteristics of health centres. It se.... likely that this facility
can have an i-.portent role both in taking over trc. the general
practitioner nursing tasks which he would previously have undertaken
and providing an additional service to patients in the form of a Ilinor
casualty station. Confusion as to the use of the treat_nt room however
can arise where its function is not clearly defined and probl_ can
arise between health authority nurses and general practitioners OIl
staffing issues.
ContMlliutiOllto~lution
There should be adequate consideration of policy :relating to
the use of the treablent I'OOIIl particularly in :relation to Ilinor











5. Isolation of general practitioners in health centres
ODe paradox of the reorganised National Health Service is that
in health centres the general practitioners as independent contrectors,
can sOllletimes become relatively isolated from the general life of
the health centre to a greater extent than appeared to be the case
before 1974.
Contribution to solution
The co..unity physician ..ntioned above with special responsibility
for health centre and prilllil1')' care development should be alert to this
dallger and talce steps to see that the family doctors concerned are,
encouraged to take a full role in the life of the centre and that
health 'authority adlllinistrators do not let the contractual status
of family doctors limit participation in centre activities.
6. Co!!lJ?lexity. for the patient, of primary care organisations
The deVelopment of the primary health care telllll approach as
well as ~dministrative changes in general practice not just in health
centres over the last twenty years have produced a cOllplexity in the
doctor's surgery which may not be liked or IDIderstood by SOlle patients
who can alao be cClllcerned about such things as nurses taking over some
of the decision-making activities previously associated with the family
doctor; a problem polIsibly of difficulty of collllllUnicating fears to
the IIpJlropriate parson in the priWlry health care teu. Patients. too.
..y have useful ideas or other contributions to lIBlce about polIsible
developments in services and amenities available in a building such as
a health centre but have no established Mans of lIllIcing this contributiOll
known to primary health care team ..lIlbers.
Contribution to solution
The role of patients' participation schemes (see page 24) as
a lIIIans of proBKlting discussion 011 developments and acting as a bridge
between patients and primary health care teams should be carefully
.xamined and experilllelltation in this area encouraged.
7. Siting of centres
There is a potential conflict, as suitable sites become more




















teams in one building of an appropriate size and maintaining ease
of access by patients to the member of the team, the general practitioner,
they will be lIIost likely to need to see in any given period of time.
Contribution to solution
(i) Building centres of modest size (roughly arolDld six
doctors) suitably located in relation to the population served (the
precise size will of course depend on the density of the population
in question).
(if) Where this is not possible, providing some surgery sessions
in simple out-stations which are convenient in tel'lllS of location and
access to buildings for patients served (providing transport lII&y also
be a possibility but this could be IIOre expensive to the practices
or the National Health Service if it has to be paid for in full rather
than by relying on vollDlteers to provide this service).
8. Size of centres
(i) A large IDIdivided waiting and reception area appears to
be less acceptable to patients even than inadequate waiting accOlllllOdatiClll
where it is cnly for a single practice.
( if) A very large health centre may lead to a situatiClll in which
general practitioner and health authority services work in relative
isolation - this danger can in particular occur when an attempt is
_de to resolve the difficulty (i) 8bove by designing lII1d orglll1ising
it as a cluster of virtually indeplll1dent group practice spaces about
a central 'health authority services' area •
CClIltribution to solution
(i) Where possible plan for relatively small centres.
(if) Where large centres are necessary problelllS (i) and (ii)
8bove II&y be alleviated to some extent by organising the ace_dation
in suh-centres, provided, if this arrangement is to reduce tile risk
of isolation of general practitiOllers and health authority services,
that each suh-lDIit is as far as possible a complete centre in itself
















9. Location of pha1"lllllcists
The patient is 1IIOre likely to co1llbine a visit to the doctor's
surgery with one to the pha1"lllllcist than to any other health care
professional. Where these are sepaNted by any distance this is a
lIllItter of real inconvenience to elderly and other persons with
limited mobility.
Contribution to solution
To consider whethar a phal'llScist can be located within a
health centre or at least very close to the premises •
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S_ry of a ••r~e. of .tudiea IDId.rt:aken by the Healt:h
,
SeM'ice. Re••a!'Ch unit, concerned "it:h aapect:a of th. exp.rienc••
and opinion. of pati.nt. md .taff -.odng into health c.ntre.
or aillilar PNllu•••
TIIe8. .tudi•• wer. the work of tb. following authora:
Gall Baker, Jom BeYen. leenn.tb Sbarf.dan 1lIl•••• Robin Dowi••
GiUian IlJcbe. P.tel' 1Cay.
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Intl'llduc1:ion
This appeudix bringa together results relating to aeveral
isaues (listed below) arising fl'OlI atudies undertaken in the ~it
1
of fhe health centres , and a large prhately owned group practice
centre. Full ~it Reports about each of theae atudies, which
ftl'ied in their detailed content, heve been prepared (for detaila














Changes in the _pitude aDd content of the work of the ganeral
practitioners and that referred by th_ to other staff or
agencies foU-ing the opening of health ceutre type preaiae••
The views of ataff working in the centres.
Patients' views on health centres and siaililr preaiae. and the
care provided ,from thell.
The effect of the replaceaent of a number of small general
practice premises by a single health centre type building on
patients' ease of trawl to their doctors' surgery.
The effectof the desip and organisation of health centre type
















Data were collected in OIle or -.. of the foll.oving waye in the
atudies considered, where possibla before aa well as attar opening
of the health centre type preaiaea.
(a) Data on patients' contacts with the practiCE under abidy
1.e. persons attending aurgery to aee the doctor (or so_ti_a
!!e nlll'Be) or those visited in their h_ (aee Table 2.) •
Basically the data collected wera of three - typea:
(1) 5111ple data OD nlmbera of aurgery and 110_ Yiaita cOlltact•
of pneral ~it101lerawith their patienta (c1.uaified
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one of which "ea originally built by tbe Ifuffield ProYinc1al



























in a simple way e.g. according to time of day or type
of consultation);
(ii)Data for each surgery consultation and home visit on such
things as type of consultation (or visit), referrals made,
and any other action taken in the course of the consultation
(or visit).
(iii)Data for each person attending surgery on aspects of their
journey to the surgery.
(b) Postal surveys among systematic random samples of patients
on their views and experiences relating to the health centre
and the premises replaced (see Table 3).
Information was obtained from respondents on the following
topics:
Numbers of surgery and home visit contacts in the year preceding
the survey;
Numbers of occasions in the previous year when respondents had felt
the need for a surgery consultation or home visit but had not for some
reason obtained this;
Preferred location for doctor's surgery (e.g. whether in the premises
replaced by the health centre, or the health centre);
Usual method of travel to the surgery and any problems in travelling
to the surgery;
Whether or not an appointment to see the doctor in the surgery was
obtained as a rule on the day when this was requested;
Respondents' preference if their doctor were not available on the
day when they wished to see him - that is, whether they would prefer
to see another doctor immediately or would wait to see their own
doctor on another day;
Where respondents would go if they had cut their hand badly on a
Tuesday afternoon and although it had soon stopped bleeding felt
that it needed seeing to;
Whether respondents felt there had been any change in the care
given by their doctors following the move to the health centre.
In three centres (see Table 3) surveys were undertaken on
two occasions, one just before or just after the centre had opened
-- 43 -
(and before many people had been to the centre) and then a second
a year or more after the centre had opened. In the case of the later
surveys those originally questioned were approached again as well
as a systematic random sample of the patients of the practice at that
later time (that is, apart from those already approached in the
earlier survey).
Views of staff were generally obtained through informal
,discussions but in two centres (Wallsend-on-Tyne and Shoreham-by-Sea)




Note: Methods are fully described and the recording schedules





1. Chan~es in the magnitude and content of the work of the general
prac itioners and that referred by them to other staff or agencies















In four of the centres studied (Table 2) data were collected
before and after the opening of the centre on numbers of surgery
consultations and home visits and characteristics of these - though
only in carterton and Paddock Wood w'ere such data collected for
more than a few weeks before the opening of the centre and generally
data other than simple counts of contacts could be collected only
for a few weeks at a time. This makes it diffiCUlt to draw conclusions
with any certainty about changes in the workload following the
opening of a centre; and the problem of identifying causes of any
changes noted is of course still more problematical. Another indirect
source of information on workload is that of the recollections of
persons approached in the survey of patients, about the number of








Either to see the doctor themselves or to take someone else.
A home visit that is either to themselves or to someone else
























preceding year. These recollections may be subject to error but Tables
5 and 6 suggest that they were on average at least of the right
order of magnitude. Arguably in addition, however, patients'
impressions of the demands they placed on services, and in particular
changes in these following the opening of the health centre, are
important in their own right •
Changes in list sizes of practices studied and in contact rates
for general practitioners and practice nurses
Table 4 shows the list sizes for the practices studied. With
one exception the ,list sizes of the practices working from the centre
changed relatively little during the periods of study. The exception
was the practice working from Carterton health centre where the
number of patients served by it increased rapidly as the new town
of Carterton grew. (Soon after the conclusion of the studies however
two other centres had to cope with substantial increases in the number
of patients served).
Table 5 shows the contact rate per patient per year in the
surgery end for home visiting for doctors and (where available) for
the practice nurses, at various points during the study periods.
Table li shows the surgery/home visiting ratios for the doctors and
nurses, and Table 6 the recollected annual contact rates of patients
responding to the postal survey (these are not contact rates per
patient, see footnotes on page 43).
In the case of the four centres where before and after (the
opening of the centre) comparisons of contact rates are possible
no consistent pattem emerges. The overall contact rates of the
doctors showed no trend in two centres, appeared to be increasing
in one and decreasing in another. Surgery/home visiting ratios
appeared to be increasing in three centres and showing no trend in
the fourth.
Provision of a treatment room in all centres studied (where
often in the previous surgery premises nurses had to make do with
very limited accommodation if any, other than the doctors conSUlting
rooms,for surgery work) clearly facilitates the increased use of
nurses throughout the day and not just when the doctors were not




















In all centres except Carterton treatment rooms were staffed
on a regular basis for substantial parts of the day. In Henfield
and Wallsend-on-Tyne this was clearly associated with a substantial
increase in the nurses' surgery contact rates. Some of this
increase was undoubtedly due to referrals from doctors (see also
next section) for procedures which might previously have been done
by the doctor/but another quite sizeable part of the nurses' work
was the result of patients going directly to them for example for
minor casualty treatment. For two centres information about this
is available. In Witney the proportion of nurse's contacts who
came directly to her was 40 per cent and in Wallsend-on-Tyne about
30 per cent (in Henfield the proportion was also probably of about
this order of magnitude if the proportion of the nurses' new contacts
that came directly to her was the same as that in Witney and
Wallsend-on-Tyne).
In the three centres where surveys of patient opinion were
undertaken on two o~casions, the first covering experiences before
the centre opened and the second afterwards, it is possible to
compare the average number of occasions in the year preceding each survey
that respondents recalled going to see the doctor in the surgery
itself or taking someone else for that purpose, and the number of
visits paid by the doctor to their homes to see the respondent or
someone else. In Wallsend-on-Tyne, respondents in the after surveys
(both survivors and the fresh sample) reported rather higher average
surgery contact rates than those who responded to the earlier survey
but the visiting rates recalled were about the same. In Paddock
Wood respondents who normally attended the main surgery in Paddock
Wood (subsequently the health centre) seemed to recall about the same
surgery contact rate and home visiting rate after the centre was
opened as before while branch scrgery attenders in the after survey
reported considerably reduced contact rates for both kinds. In
Carterton respondents in the after survey reported reduced surgery
and visiting contact rates. With the exception of the results for'
Paddock Wood branch surgery attenders, these recollected contact rate






























Characteristics and content of consultations
- ---------------------
It seemed possible at the outset of this series of studies that
several factors might lead to changes in some of the characteristics
and content of consultatiomwhen doctors moved into health centre-like
premises. For example, the fact that doctors were working from the
same premises and had a common room in which to meet might lead to
changes in practice as the result of discussion; again their being
based in the same premises might lead to the provision of equipment
(e.g. haemoglobinometer) and services (e.g. a specimen collection
service) not available when practising from smaller scale premises.
Our studies, however, revealed very little change generally
(see Tables 7,8,9). For examplp., the proportion of consultations in
which a prescription or certificate was issued, and the proportion
of consultations which were classified as new or return displayed
no consistent increases or decreases following the opening of the centres.
However in the case of Wallsend-on-Tyne there was a very steady
increase in the proportion of surgery consultations which were classified
as new from 1968 onwards although from 1970 this may have had some-
thing to do with a change in membership of one of the practices.
In Wallsend-on-Tyne too the presence of a service to collect
specimens for analysis once the doctors had moved to the centre where
one had not previously been available was probably the cause of the
increased proportion of consultations in the surgery in which a
specimen was taken (this change was not exhibited by a matched group
of doctors working outside the centre in the Wallsend-on-Tyne district).
Some increases in the proportion of consultations in the surgery which
involved the taking of a specimen were also reported in Paddock Wood" & Henfield
following the opening of the health centre, but not in Carterton.
The proportion of consultations in which the patient was referred
to the nurse increased following the move to the centre in Wallsend-on-
Tyne and also marginally in Henfield and Paddock Wood but not in Carteron •
We could not generally detect any movement towards greater
homogeneity on the part of the doctors in the centre in respect of the
characteristics of consultations which we studied, following their moving to














principal collected information about numhers and type·.of consultations
and po~ted graphs based on this in the common room. One doctor whose
policy in respect of recalling patients was rather different from
those of his colleagues had this document drawn to his attention in
discussion and appeared to move closer to them in terms of the proportion
of his consultations which were of the return type.
Examination Rooms
The use of examination rooms was studied only in Paddock Wood.
Here it appeared that in the case of all the doctors in the study
when they were in the centre the examination room was used for less than
6% of the consultations in the centre. l (This was soon after the health
centre opened - the figure indeed declined to about 1% in the later
phases of the study).
2. The views of staff worki~in th~c~nt~s
This section is based mostly on information about Wallsend-on-
Tyne and Shoreham-by-Sea centres.
~allsend-on-Tyne is a group practice centre, fairly compact with
some sharing of consulting rooms by the general practitioners, even
among those using it as their only surgery. Although it is part of
a shopping precinct developed by a property company the interior of
the group practice centre was almost entirely designed to the general
practitioners' (who used it as a main surgery) specifications. These
doctors were questioned just after the opening of the centre and then
again (together with nursing and reception staff) 18 months later.
Generally among the doctors there was much greater enthusiasm for
the building at the earlier enquiry than at the time of the second
approach to them when they had become aware of the limitations of
the centre. It was for example rather small with limited storage
space and tended to get overcrowded at busy periods. It was also proving
to be rather more expensive to run than the premises replaced for
the doctors concerned.
However there was a general feeling that the centre represented
an improvement in working conditions. There was complete agreement
among the doctors and the nurses that sharing common premises was
1 In the premises replaced by the health centre there were
no examination rooms. In the health centre each consulting



























helpful. The common room was much used by doctors and other staff
and as one doctor said, it was for them "the best postgraduate centre
for medical education there was". The common room could be divided
into two by a movable partition which meant that doctors could meet
separately from other staff on occasions and this opportunity they
valued. There was a feeling that by retaining separate practices
within the context of a larger grouI: (fourpractices working from
the centre) they had obtained the best of both worlds - benefits
of scale without loss of practice identity;and the fact that the
centre belonged to 'the doctors was something that was a source of
pride and pleasure to them. The doctors viewed the centre as a company
of which they were the board of directors with a manager (the centre
administrator) responsible to them for the running of the premises.
Among the reception staff the initial organisation of the reception
area and associated working arrangements (see page 52 ) had caused
concern, but thereafter once the partitioning had been arranged and
work organised on a practice basis, morale had improved - though
there was still some shortage of space and the centre administrator
did not haVe an office of her own. (She did not mind this so much
as her subordinate colleagues, some of whom felt they were under
Observation all the time) •
Doctors(and less formally,staff) at Shoreham-by-Sea were
questioned one year after the centre had opened. Shoreham-by-Sea
also served several practices who retained their identity though most
of the doctors involved valued the opportunity for closer contact with
colleagues from other practices and health authority staff. The
common room was situated on the floor above the general practitioners'
accommodation and appeared to be seldom used by them. Several
doctors would have valued a room for the doctors to meet in by
themselves.
Compared with the Wallsend-on-Tyne centre the accommodation
at the Shoreham-by-Sea centre was relatively lavish though again
the open plan reception area was recognised as a problem for staff
and patients alike.
One practice which had initially used the centre as a branch

























did return later to the centre), otherwise the doctors were mostly
relativ~ly satisfied with the centre. The relationships between
the general practitioners and the local health authority were quite
goOd at the time of the study though there was concern over the
time it took to obtain supplies through the authority and at not being
able to have the final say concerning the employment of personnel. With
one exception, all reception and secretarial staff and the telephonists
were employed by the health authority. It was the policy of the auth-
ority at the time not to have a centre administrator on the spot but
to base professional managers at the authority headquarters some miles
away (Saunders (1972). Day to day administration was the responsibility
of the senior receptionist at the centre.
To the outside observer the difference between Wallsend-on-Tyne
and Shoreham-by-Sea as far as the general practitioners were concerned
lay in the degree of their involvement in the running of the centre•
Shoreham-by-Sea centre provided accommodation for a wider variety of
health authority staff than Wallsend-on-Tyne centre. Also community
nurses had more adequate accommodation in the former centre. However
the separation, by being based on different floors, of general
practitioners from most of the health authority staff and the lack of
use of the common room by the general practitioners may have reduced
the ease with which doctors and nurses could meet. The level of
equipment was not much different in the two centres. The fact that
reception and related staff in Shoreham-by-Sea were almost entirely
employed at the time of the study by the health authority rather than by
the practices as in Wallsend-on-Tyne also served to remove an element
of control on the part of the doctors at Shoreham-by-Sea.
The other centres studied were all (effectively) single practice
centres and the practices occupied a relatively central position
in the running of the centre. Three of them were small one storey
buildings. Whether because of the scale or the fact that the move
to the centre involved little more than the rehousing in improved
buildings of staff used to working together and often based in the
same premises) the centres seemed to be a great success from the point
of view of the users (though in the case of two they soon needed
extension). Witney, possibly by virtue of its origin,l although
1 The centre was built by the NUffield Provincial Hospitals Trust who
leased as a landlord part of the building to the general practitioners











a relatively large and complex centre in terms of the range of
services available/seemed to resemble more closely the smaller centres
in such matters as the role of the doctors in the running of the
centre and ease of contact between primary care team members. The
COmmon room although on the first floor was much used.
With rare exceptions of detail the centres represented a considerable
improvement in the standard of working accommodation for the practice
and health authority staff who moved to them. So this undoubtedly
explains why most of these felt the move was beneficial and had no
wish to return to the former premises. They often had extra amenities
in the form of common room, better equipment and car parking facilities.
The one group of staff who might have suffered a deterioration in
conditions was that of receptionists and scretaries in the larger
centres who found themselves working in larger groups in open plan
accommodation. For the doctors the move into health authority
premises posed the threat of some loss of control over their working
environment though this really only manifested itself to any serious
extent in the large multi-practice health centre studied.
3. Patients views on health centres and similar premises and the
care I»rovided from them in comparison with those replaced.
The buildings and their organisation generally.
In the case of the centres at Wallsend-on-Tyne, Carterton and
Paddock Wood, samples of patients (see Table 3) were questioned on
two occasions just before or immediately after the centre had opened
(when the memory of the premises replaced would still be fresh)
and then again a year or more later.
Even at the time of the earlier survey in no case did more
than 19\ of the respondents state a preference for the surgery about
to be replaced while a considerably greater proportion ranging upwards
from 29\ indicated a preference for an as yet unexperienced centrel
(Table 10 ). In the case of those patients in Paddock Wood however
who normally attended the branch surgery which was to remain open
-
1 This is among those who would normally use the centre/surgery




















when the centre came into operation hardly any opted for the centre,
two-thirds stating a preference for the branch surgery. In Wallsend-
on-Tyne even when the centre had been open for 2 or 3 months the
respondents who had been to the centre for some purpose were much
more likely to express a preference for the centre (and more likely
to express a preference for the surgery replaced - the proportion
H " iof don't minds was much lower than among those who had at that t me
not visited the centre).
At the time of the later surveys when most patients approached had
visited the centre the proportions indicating that th~y preferred
to be seen by their doctor at the health centre were much higher
than in the earlier surveys, and few (see Table 10) wanted to go
back to the old premises. Also the proportion of those who did not
mind at which premises they were seen was generally lower in these
later surveys than in the earlier surveys. In the larger centres.
Shoreham-by-Sea and Wallsend-on-Tyne, the proportions who came down
definitely in favour of the centre were somewhat lower than those
found for the smaller centres, Henfield, Paddock Wood and Carterton.
(Though in Henfield it is noticeable that there was a considerable
difference in the proportions indicating a preference for the
centre between those who had and had not at that time visited
the centre). In Paddock Wood in the later survey as in the earlier
survey respondents who normally attended the branch surgery were
as devoted to that surgery and as uninterested in the health centre
as before it opened •
Generally (see Table 11 ) respondents over 65 years of
age were at least as likely as younger respondents to state a
preference for the centre in the before surveys as well as in the
after surveys (the one exception to this statement which relates to
the after surveys at Paddock Wood is entirely accounted for by the
much higher proportion in the over 65 years age group opting to
be seen at home rather than in any form of surgery premises than
was the case for younger age groups).
It appears then that there was almost no indication that
respondents wanted to return to the old premises and arrangements,



















the modern purpose built 'atmosphere' of the centres and favourable
comments about the lightness and airiness of the premises recurred.
Such problems as did exist tended to be associated with the two
larger centres from the patients' point of view. The problem of
access due to clinical accommodation in these centres being located
above ground floor level is discussed on page 58. The problem,
particularly in Shoreham-by-Sea, which seemed to worry people most was
associated with the reception area. Both those at Wallsend-on-Tyne
and Shoreham-by-Sea it will be recalled were open plan and opened
onto a waiting area shared by all practices. The reception counter
in Wallsend was subsequently partitioned off to make a division
between the waiting area and the receptioniste\ working area •
In the case of Shoreham-by-Sea where this was not done, at least
during the life of this study, it was very unpopular with the
patients. They were very conscious of the noise and busyness of the
reception and secretarial staff and many were concerned that
information given by them to receptionists could be overheard. The
problem of noise was raised in the Shoreham-by-Sea study also in
connection with the numbers of patients and in particular children
in the waiting room. Some respondents also raised the difficulty
of hearing when a patient was called to the doctor's conSUlting
room where this was done by loud-speaker methods as was the case
in Shoreham-by-Sea (other methods were also used like a light
coming on). In fact in Shoreham-by-Sea a higher proportion of
patients would have favoured having separate waiting rooms for
each practice than would have preferred the existing arrangements.
In the case of two centres, Paddock Wood and Carterton,
where the premises replaced had very limited and usually over-
crowded waiting roomsjrespondents on the other hand tended to be
relatively tolerant of the waiting room conditions in the premises
replaced although they obviously liked the more spacious waiting
areas which replaced them.
In Shoreham-by-Sea patients approached in the survey were
11 .. .. • U If It •
asked to say whether they were for or aga1nst or neutral 1n respect
of a number of features of the centre. Of these, "nearness of
















percentage of respondents (almost all the rest having no views on
the matter) than any of the other features except "lifts". Such
things as "layout", "carpet", "seating" and "the patient call
system", all obtained consideraI>ly greater support from respondents.
This lack of interest in the proximity of other services may well
be due to the fact that with the exception of the surgery nurse
(see Table 13) no more than 7 per cent of the respondents recalled
having visited anyone of the other staff or services in the centre
as listed in the questionnaire during the two years the centre
had been open.
Patients' views as to whether there had been any change in care
provided by their general practitioners following their moving
to a health centre type building .
In the studies at Csrterton and Shoreham patients were asked
in surveys after the opening of the centres whether they felt the
care they received from their doctor had changed for the better
or worse following the opening of the health centre. About 10 per
cent of Shoreham-by-Sea respondents (all of whom had attended the
health centre for some purpose) said it had changed for the better,
5 per cent felt it had changed for the worse and nearly all the
rest felt that the care was unchanged. In the case of Carterton
respondents about 30 per cent felt that care had changed for the
better, less than 2 per cent that it had changed for the worse and
the balance did not feel there had been any change either way.
In the Shoreham-by-Sea study and in Carterton there was some suggestion
that the 18-25 year age group were less likely to feel that care
had changed for the better than any other age group. This was
true in Shoreham-by-Sea in the case of men and women respondents.
Respondents over 65 years of age on the other hand were
about as likely as respondents generally to feel that care had
changed for the better and less likely than any other group
particularly in Shoreham-by-Sea to find that it had changed for the
worse.
Many of those who stated that no change in the care received






















of the doctor that mattered rather than the changed environment
in which he practised.
Patients' attachment to their own doctor
Most patients identified themselves with the name of the
doctor with whom they were formally registered both before and after
the opening of the centres studied. Patients were also asked whether,
in the event that they wished to see a doctor about a non urgent matter
and their doctor was not available at all on the day on which they
wished to see him,they would see another doctor immediately or
alternatively wait to see their own doctor on another day.
Generally women were much more likely to prefer to wait to see
their own doctor than men (see Table 12) and older people both among
men and women were more likely to feel this way than younger respondents.
In the three centres where patients were questioned on two occasions)
wnere there were differences between the results in the later and
earlier surveys these were mostly such that a greater proportion in
the later surveys than in the earlier surveys indicated a preference
for waiting to see their own doctor. This finding is not altogether
surprising since there were usually more consulting rooms in the
centres than were available in the premises replaced and sometimes
more doctors based in the same building; also there was generally
no change in practice policy about who saw whose patients. Indeed
the fact that there were more consulting rooms sometimes meant that
a given doctor could hold more sessions per week in the surgery and
so be more accessible.
Interestingly in the Shoreham-by-Sea Gtudy when asked to rank
qualities thought to be desirable in a receptionist. respondents
tended to rate highly such qualities as efficiency and to regard
such personal touches as being able to recognise the patient by name
as relati vely unimportant. That is. whilst they clearly attached
considerable importance to the relationship with a partiCUlar general
practitioner, in the case of receptionists they were looking primarily
for an efficient means of communication with that doctor.
Seeing the nurse in the surgery
Tables 5 and 13 show that when the centres were open, respondents
-- 55 -
were much more likely to have seen a practice or health authority
nurse in the surgery than was the case in their doctor's former
premises (in each case in the year preceding the relevant survey).
Usually this was not accompanied by any change in the proportions
of patients who recalled seeing a nurse at home.
In three centres respondents were asked whether they thought
being seen by a nurse in the surgery was an awantage or disadvantage
to patients. Patients were somewhat divided over this but in all
the studies those who had attended a nurse helping their doctor in
the surgery were much more likely to feel that seeing a nurse in
the surgery was an advantage to the patient than those without this
experience (see Table 14).
-
--
4. The effect of the replacement of a number of small general
practice premises by a single health centre type building on













A centre mayor may not be more conveniently placed for
patients than the premises it replaces. In particular where it is
replacing several smaller surgeries these could have been dispersed
over the area collectively served by the practices moving into the
centre in such a way as to be much closer on average to the homes of
patients. Convenience is of course not just a matter of distance from
a patient's bome; it may be a matter of position in relation to
bus routes, the existence of convenient car parking space or the lack
of obstacles on the route to the centre e.g. a busy road to be crossed.
A related question is whether or not the opening of a centre makes it
appropriate to close a relatively distan~ branch surgery on the
grounds that the extra inconvenience to patients is justified by the
better facilities available at the centre. Table 1 summarises tbe
situation for the centres under consideration.
In terms of location it appeared that in no case on balance
. were patients worse off (although of course some would have had
shorter journeys than before the centre was opened and some longer
ones). Indeed in two cases, Paddock Wood and carterton, the centre was
definitely more convenient than the premises it replaced for patients






















convenience in relation to bus routes, and the existence of car
parking facilities. Car parking facilities were also better in the
case of the two larger centres, Wallsend-on-Tyne and Shoreham-by-Sea,
although it is possible in the case of the former that walking to
the surgery may have been rendered more hazardous, because of the
need to cross busy roads to reach the centre, than was the case
for the surgery premises replaced. In fact sixty-six per cent
of respondents to the postal survey 24 months after the Wallsend-on-
Tyne centre opened said that the centre was more convenient than
the surgeries replaced. Only nine per cent said the converse
and twenty per cent said that there was no difference. In the case
of Shoreham-by-Sea respondents, 80 per cent said that it was equally
easy to travel to the old surgery and the health centre. Of those
who did think there was a difference more felt that the centre was
easier to travel to than felt the opposite.
In the case of the five centres about which surveys of patients
opinion were undertaken, those questioned were asked whether they
experienced any difficulties in travelling to the health centre or
the surgeries they replaced (see Table 15). In no case did more
than 12 per cent either before or after the opening of a he.lth
centre report difficulty in travelling to their doctor's surgery
and generally it appeared that no greater proportion experienced in
travelling to the health centre than was the case in travelling
to the surgeries replaced. The proportion of women experiencing
difficulties in travelling to the surgery or centre was generally
about twice that for men; however, those experiencing difficulty
were distributed over all age groups and in particular were not
concentrated among the elderly (except in Henfield).
Table 16, which provides a summary of information on usual
method of travel by patients to their doctors' surgeries shows that
generally women were much more likely than men to travel on foot
to the surge~and much less likely to come by car. The proportion of

























travelling to the surgery by car was also relatively low (in fact
mQstly lower than the proportions quoted in Table 16 for women
generally). The change in location of the centre compared with the
surgeries replaced in some cases appeared to affect the mode of
travel to the surgery. For example in Wallsend-on-Tyne it appeared
that slightly more people were attending by bus perhaps because the
centre was better located in relation to bus routes than the old
surgeries. In Paddock Wood where the centre was much more centrally
located ~han the old main surgery in relation to the population
served, a higher proportion of patients appeared to walk to the
centre than to the-old main surgery.
In the case of the three centres where branch surgeries were
retained, it was noticeable that users of the branch surgery were
much mOre likely to attend on foot than those attending at the
main surgery and seldom appeared to use a car for this purpose. In
the case of the two centres (Paddock Wood and Henfield) where data
on surgery contacts were available before and after the opening of
the health centre there was no indication of anything more than a
marginal shift/following the opening of the centre, in the proportions
seen at the main surgery as compared with the branch surgery.
(And in the survey of patients' opinion in Paddock Wood,branch
surgery attenders conveyed a strong sense of loyalty to the branch
surgery in their answers to questions as if they were concerned
lest any criticism might be interpreted as providing grounds for
closing the branch surgery).
In the Witney study although information was not a~ilable
from the period before the opening of the health centre it happened
that in the interval between the two recording sessions, the number
of surgery sessions at the branch surgery was reduced from two per
week to one. This appeared to,have the effect of increasing the
home visiting/surgery attendance ratio among respondents served by
the branch surgery at a time when the ratio was declining for
all other parts of the practice area (and there was some suggestion
that a higher proportion of the visits in the area served by the
branch surgery was unnecessary on 'medical' grounds than was the






















5. The effect of the design and organisation of health centre
type premises upon patients' access to their doctors
Introduction
The design of a centre and some aspects of its organisation can
effect the ease of access for patients to their doctors. Information
from the studieS under consideration is very limited on these matters.
However in this section some issues are briefly mentioned even if only
examined at one centre.
Building
The clinical accommodation of two centres, Wallsend-on-Tyne and
Shoreham-by-Sea, was located above street level. To enter therefore
required the use of stairs, a steep ramp or lifts. In Shoreham-by-
Sea, very few, (that is about one in eight or less) even of those
over 65 years of age reported using the lifts as a rule. l There were
a number of complaints from respondents, particularly in the case of
Shoreham-by-Sea about the problems of access occasioned by the health
centre not being at ground level. These related to such matters as
problems of mounting ramps or stairs when bad weather made them
slippery, and the problems of having to leave prams a long way, and
at a different level, from the clinical accommodation being visited.
In the Shoreham-by-Sea study some respondents also drew
attention to the benefit that patients whose mobility was limited by
illness or other causes would receive if there were a chemist in the
centre itself (which there was not at Shoreham-by-Sea>. The point was
made that even a short journey for the able-bodied could present
considerable difficulties to those with limited mobility .
Hours of opening
One common feature of the centres studied was that they were
open at least throughout normal office working hours and often well
beyond. 'Open' strictly speaking means no more than that the receptionists'






1 Also the impression received at Wallsend-on-Tyne was that the lift




















the centre was open there were professional staff in the building,
e.g. the nurse in the treatment room, who could treat or at least
advise those making urgent requests for help. Most of the surgeries
replaced by the centres studied were open just for the surgery
sessions and short periods immediately before and after them. In the
Shoreham-by-Sea study twenty-one per cent thought that the opening
hours cf the health centre were more convenient than those of their
doctors' previous premises as against three per cent who felt the
converse.
In the case of three health centres studied patients approached
in the postal surveys were asked what they would do if they cut
their hand badly on a Tuesday afternoon and felt it needed seeing
by someone (although the bleeding soon stopped, see Table 17 ).
At Carterton, before the health centre was opened, many said they
would look elsewhere than the local surgery (which was open for
a very typical range of consulting hours over the week) and in
particular a number suggested that they would go to the health centre
in an adjacent town (Witney). In the 'after' survey when the health
centre at Carterton was open a higher proportion of respondents said
they would go to this health centre with a corresponding reduction in
the proportion who expected that they would go to the health centre
in Witney or to a hospital elsewhere. In the case of the Paddock
Wood and Henfield studies the question was not asked in the before
survey. In the Paddock Wood 'after' survey it was noticeable that
among patients who 'belonged' to the branch surgery 45 per cent said
they would go to the health centre in the event of such an emergency
even though as has been mentioned (page 57 ) such patients were very
attached to the branch surgery. In all three studies the health
centre was regarded as the place to go for attention of this kind
by some three-quarters or more of the respondents whose normal surgery
it was.
Out of hours calls
This was examined only in the study of Shoreham-by-Sea health
centre. Nearly half of the respondents to the postal survey of
patients who had had occasion to request such a call since the centre





















in making contact with their doctor. This was probably because of
a rather involved arrangement for making telephone contact with the
doctor on duty which could lead to three calls being made and would
normally require two. This was not of course a necessary consequence
of being in a health centre but rather of finding suitable arrangements
for coping with out of hours calls for a dozen doctors based at a
single building and who were involved in a variety of rota and other
arrangements •
Reception Arrangements
In at least the larger health centre type premises reception
arrangements can be more complex than those in the surgeries replaced.
In Wallsend-on-Tyne the reception area was shared in the centre by
four practices. Initially this was run on a shared functional basis -
the staff of all practices taking it in turn to do such tasks as
manning telephones, filing records and booking appointments for all
the practices. However this arrangement proved unsatisfactory for
both reception staff and patients and was soon replaced by a system
whereby the staff of each practice looked after all aspects of
reception work for their own patients (apart from covering for one
another for holidays and emergencies etc~ and the reception desk was
partitioned to give separate booking areas for each practice. In
Shoreham-by-Sea five practices shared the reception area but each
practice retained its own staff and handled all aspects of its
reception work - each practice having a labelled section of the open
plan reception desk. In both the Shoreham-by-Sea and Wallsend-on-
Tyne centres some practices took the opportunity when moving to the
centre to introduce or formalise their appointments systems.
In the case of the three small centres and Witney it was a matter
of one practice only moving into the centrel - and so arrangements
were relatively unchanged.







1 In the case of C8rterton although a second practice used the
premises for a couple of sessions a week the booking arrangements
were dealt with at the main surgery elsewhere and the centre























reception areas ca~e in for some criticisml which led to modifications
in Wallsend-on-Tyne, there was no indication that patients saw the
reception arrangements in general terms as constituting a greater
barrier to their seeing the doctor; indeed in Shoreham-by-Sea
where patients were questioned as to their views about the receptionists
it appeared that they formed a very favourable impression of them;
particularly respondents aged over 65 years of age. (In the next
two sections we turn to more specific aspects of obtaining access
to the doctor).
Obtaining appointments to see the doctor
In the case of two centres patients' experiences in connection
with obtaining appointments were examined in relation to surgeries
replaced and to the centre.
At Shoreham-by-Sea it appeared that while equal minorities
found it more difficult or easier respectively to obtain an appointment
in the health centre (compared with the surgery replaced) a much
larger number felt there had been no change. Probably because at least
in the case of one practice involved the appointments system was more
formally organised in the health centre, 26\ of the respondents felt
that it was more difficult to see the doctor without an appointment
at the health centre compared with the surgery replaced although 15\
felt this was easier in a health centre and most of the rest felt
there had been no change. Those over 65 years of age were more
likely than younger patients to feel that it was easier in a health
centre to ob~in an appointment and to see the doctor without an
appointment than in their doctors' former surgery premises.
At Paddock Wood patients were asked both before and after the
opening of the health centre whether they normally obtained an
appointment on the day requested. The great majority on both occasions
said that they did normally get an appointment on the day requested
1 In particular at Shoreham-by-Sea 31\ of the respondents felt that there
was more privacy at the reception area in their doctors' previous
surgery than at the health centre while 17\ felt that the converse was
the case (the rest felt that there was no difference). Moreover
two-thirds of the respondents thought that privacy was important
when talking to the receptionist.
- 62 -
although the percentage was slightly lower (81\ compared with 86\)
when the t.ealth centre was open. A similar question in the survey only
of patients when the health centre was open was put to persons
questioned about Carterton and Henfield health centres. Again
in both cases a similarly high proportion indicated that they did
normally obtain an appointment on the day requested. Generally
from the comments (or rather lack of them) from respondents on the
issue of obtaining an appointment to see the doctor it did not appear
that this was a source of concern to them.
Unfulfilled need to see the doctor
In the case of two centres, Carterton and Paddock Wood, both
before and after the opening of the health centre the samples of
patients approached were asked whether, and if so how often, in the
preceding year they had felt the need to go to the surgery to see
a doctor but had not done so for some reason or other. They were
also asked a similar question about feeling a need to call the doctor
out but not doing so. (In two other centres, Wallsend-on-Tyne and
Henfield, similar questions were asked after the health centre was
opened only). Table 18 summarises the results based on these questions.
It appears that in Paddock Wood and Carterton respondents in the
later survey when the health centre was opened reported on average
fewer occasions when they experienced such an unfulfilled need than
was the case in the surveys before the centres were opened. In the
case of Carterton this was accompanied by a reduction also in the
number of visits to the surgery and home visits recalled by respondents
on average in the same period following the opening of the centre.
1In Paddock Wood the converse was the case (Whether or not these changes
had anything to do with the health centre must be uncertain since
in Paddock Wood similar results were noted in the case of patients
using the branch surgery where arrangements were unchanged following
the opening of the health centre). Table 18 also indicates that for
whatever reason, patients of the relatively large centre in a northern
connurbation, Wallsend-on-Tyne, appeared to recall having an unfulfilled
need to see the doctor rather more often than patients of the three












1 For fresh sample respondents but not survivors.
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G P PREtfI~'["'" REPLACED AND RELATED fol'.J\TTtRS.. , ,. . . , ,
G.P. !
Ccnt::,e S'tudied Prenises Replaced Branch Surgery Situation Parkin~ C!1an::es
Other
1
:-luffield Centre )ne ~e~iod house serving as One hranch surgery five Limited parking iI-C cen'tre
Nitney IT.ab ~urg~ry less than 300 fl'Jles fro.n town retained. but an irnprove:r.en t on old
yards iiway. Bot:h centre surg~ry because it was
and old surgery ne~r ce~tre opposite large free
of to·..-n. municipal car park.
'lallser.d 0' T:-,ree s::'.all l",ol,;ses usec as The ct!n'tre served as branch A~ple parking provideG on Ruses converged on
,
,
T:,rne Mai:l 5u:-geries ane one as sur~ery to one practice I a roof to~ car park for sho~pine precinct so I
a branch surgery in each which retained main surgeryI users or the pr~cinct c~ntrn more convenient I
cas~ a:lOL:t 1/4 mile from p~emises elsewher~. including centre patients. ior ~us users) but I
the centre. They .....ere in Previously pa~kin[ wa~ on surgeries replaced were
sice streets, the centre is I
l'Oadside in side streets. in quieter roads;so for .
boa shc~ping prec~nct (at SOffie people fewer busy roads J
first floor level) • to cross to old surgeries.
I IShorehara by Sea Three main surgeries and The centre served as branch The health centre was Th~ health centre and
one branch surgery in surgery for two practices) adjacent to a municipal premises replaced were
elderly houses. The one of which had r.ot car park so better placed within a few minutes
premises replaced ".:ere previous:"y had a branch) than premises re;>laced. walk from central bus Iall less than l/tj. mile from and replacine a branch station and railwaythe health centre which surp,ery premises in the staticn.
was centrally located in other. Cne ot:'er practice I
Shoreham. retained its branch surgery. I
I
HenfiE.ld r~in sure~ry; ~, outbuilding Three branch surgeries Some parking s?ace at i
of senior pa:'t;"Je~ house, retained 2 to tj. miles health centre b~t parking
,
140 yards from health centre distant from health centre. no problem generally in I
the village of nen field. I
Paddock Wood Main s'.:.'t"gery in ':~~nior One branch surgery five A:nple parking at hl!alth Generally health centre
Kent partner's house, about 1/2 Tnil ·s from health centre centre, limi'ted parking much more conveniently Imile away from health centre retained. in premises replaced. located for residents ofwhich was reuch more central Paddock Hood and some of
to the town of Paddock I~ood. those travelling in from
outside by bus.
Cartel'ton One branch surgery about The centre ::;erves as Some off-street parking
1/4 mile from health centre branch surgery for two available at ce;ltre, none
on same road. practices both of which at premises replac~d where
retained main premises parking was difficult as
•
3-tj. miles distant from road was narrow but busy •
health centre.
In addition to p,eneral practitioner services each health centre also provides accommodation
. for a typical range of health authority community services. In the Nuffield Centre. Witney, only,










SURVEY DES CRI P T ION
BEFORE SURvtY AnER SURVEY
CENTRE: CENTRE: SURVIVOllS2 FRESH SAMPLE
3
STUDIED OPENED
DATE Sampling Original Contact- Respond- DATE Original IContaC't- Respond- Sampling Original Contact- Respond-
Fraction Sample able .. ents Sample able .. ",'s Fraction Sample able If ents
(Patient Appro- Sample (Resp~•• Approached Suple (Responae {Patient Appro- Sample (Resp~se
over 18 ached. Re.e) Re'e)5 over 18 ached Rate)
years) years)




Wallsend July Nov 1 in 25 .32 378 328 July '32 359 263 1 in 25 390 359 287







1 in 6 1850 1598 11114








. lin • 973 86' 672
1971 1972 (781)
Paddock Ja.~. Dee. 1 in 10 618 571 SI. July 618 .93 377 1 in 10 566 511 387
;"ood 1971 1970 (90\) 1972 (76\) (76\)
Kent
CartertoD. Hay Hay lin • 502 '19 3'1 June 502 3.6 226 1 in 5 .18 359 2521972 1972 (8U) 1973 (65\) (70\)
I
Note: The aaa-ples for the before survey and after survey (fresh sample) were systematic random '.1llplea of the records of the eligible patients of
the practices in the study (Le. those held in the eentre or aurg:!ry replaced only, except iD the ease ef Ht:nfield and Paddock Wood where bra."lcb
1 aurr.erv pati~nts vere also incl~de4).i.e. unQertaken Just before the centre opened or in the case of Wallsend soon after it was opened but bafore many people had been to the centre.
2 In the casp of Wallsend, Woodlands, Paddock Wood and Carterton the members of the sample approached in the before survey were app~ached aeain at
~he same time as the fresh sample (see note 3) apart from a few known to have died.
3 The fresh sam?le was a systematic random sample drawn from the records of patients over 18 yearw of age excludin8 any included in the before aa~ple•
• The original sare,le approached less those definitely known to have moved away, changed doctor or to have died.




TAbLE 4: LIST SIZES OF DOCTORS PRACTISING FROM CENTRES STUDIED
CENTRE LIST SIZE
DURING PERIOD OF STUDY SliISEQUENT CHANGES
(1968) Steady growth: 21,300 by 1973WITNEY 17,600 6 Principals 8 Princinals
rlALLSEND 14,700 (1968) to
14,900 ( 1973)
•Note: In addition a three principal practice using the centre
as a branch surgery reported greatly increased contact
rates in the centre over this period so that in effect
the centre was serving a greater practice popUlation by 1973.
SOlIl8 growth
HEN FIELD iI,800 (January 1970) (now 3 Principals)
SHOREHAM 33,000 (Mid 1971) Fluctuated somewhat due to
Of which about 21,000 had their practice changes but popUlation
records kept at the centre. ..rved sho~led some increase in
the longer term.
PADDOCK WOOD 9,150 December 1970 to Rapid increase in population
9,250 December 1972 .erved leading to an extension
in the health centre to accom-
IIlOdate an extra partner and
other services.
CARTERTOII R 3,500 August 1971 Continued to increase to more
5,500 August 1973 than 7,000. Extra consulting
room obtained by converting a
store room.
>\ Estimated practice population served by the centre (which was a branch surgery for 2 practices)




S~J~GS?,,! CtY.-:TACTS AND VISITING RATES EXPRESSED AS RATES PER REGISTERED PATIENT PER YEAR
FO? DOCTORS A."ln NU!tSES (BASED ON WORKLOAD DATA TYPES Al AND !l.2? SEE PAGE 41.)
SurF,~ry Contacts - ~ai~ a~d Branch (Doctors)
.':o~~ Visits - (Doctors)
Trea'tr.1ent Roo~ (:~:..:.:"ses}
S~~f~rv Contacts ()oc~c~s) (Ratio),
ifo~e Visi ts ( Doctors) -




1969 1970 1971 1972 l';jT~
2.7 :2.8 2.7 2.7 I 'l. ':
.4 3 ,3 .,3 ,3 u3




















































Aup,/])ec Jan/!~ay Aup,/Dec Jan/~ay 3 weeks 3 wee:.cs
1970 1971 1971 11372 :\ov/"Jec7 :iov/<.-!c7
2.6 3.0 2.5 3.u urgery Contacts _ Main2
.5 .6 .5 .5 (Joctors~ 206 2.6
5.2 5.3 5.3 5.0 Treatment Room - (tlurses) - 0'
2.9 2.' 3.0 3.4
SUI'eery Contacts - "!a!n ar,d Branch (Doctors)
Ho~e Visits - (Doctors)
Sureery Contacts (t')ctors)
~~or'e "isits (:;octors) <.Ratio)
Surr:ery Contacts - :Ja:'n {:Octors)
Surrery Contacts - ~ranc~ (Doctors) (Ratio)
I-:--:--t---I:---,"--+,--...,--+--:-:--..,.,----"......,.---"--+--+--I2 weeks 2 wep.y.s 3 "'eeks 2 weeks ug/Apr ug/Apr
CARTERTOlO Nov 197.L "ay 197t N'ov 1972 ~av 1~i3 971/72 1972/73
( e>-;ened Surg~ry Contacts (Doctors) 2.2 1.5 1.7 1.5 2.1 2.0
May 1972) i'iorne Visits (Doctors) HA .2 .2 .2 .4 .3
Surgery Contacts (Doctors) (,RaUo)
- 7.6 B.O S.B 5.1 5.3










N.B. The contact rates s~ou1d be treated with some caution in making inter-centre comparisons, particularly those based on very short recor~in&
periods. In the case of rates based on data from detailed workload records for Witney, Wallsend, Henfield and Carterton, those based. 0:1 j":lu--ney
to surgery data fro,., Paddock Wood the rates were obtained assuming a working year of 46 weeks. This "rating up" factor was also used ett~:::tivel;,·
in the case of the routine workload data frc:n Carterton (the full details of the method use1 is given ,in Bevan and Dowie 1978). This adj~~,e='lt was
Dot ~ade in the cas~ of data from the deta!led workload records from Paddock Wood and the simple contact data for Wa11send as they relate to
continuous periods of recording for all doctors with holiday absences taken into account (however in the case of Paddock Wood this has the e~~ect
of overstating the rate for January/May).
1 3Just Lcfore c~ntre opened, New Visits Only
2
!UQcl on Journey to Surgery data.
NA = Not available.
In all ce:'ltres "surgery contacts" exch:~'!!s WeIlbaby clinics (and in the case of Wa11send only. ante-natal clinics).
I r- I i I I I I 'I I ! I I eo 1- , -
TAIlLE 6: AVERAGE ANNUAL SURGERyl AND HOME VISITING2 RATES BASED 011
RESPON DENTS' RECOLLECTIONS RELATIIIG TO A PERIOD OF ABOUT A YEAR
PRECEDING EAOI SURVEY
: 1
I CLNTRE SURVEY AVERAGE NUMBER OF TIMES PER YI:AR !
,
!, (a) (b)
! OF SURGERY CONTACT.S OF JiOME VISITS !
, I
i j
i!ALLSEND Before 11.8 (325) 2.11 (325 )
1 After Survivors 5.3 (260) 2.5 (258)
After Fresh Sample 5.9 (2811) 2.4 (285)
i (653)HEN FIELD After 'S .0 (668) 2.3
;
; SHORf:HAH After 3.0"«1090) NA
-
- I
(378 ) IPADDOCK WOOD Before Hain Surgery Attenders 5.0 ( 380) 2.0
Before Branch Surgery Attenders 5.6 (127) 1.9 ( 126)
After Survivors Main Surgery Attenders 11.7 (278) 1.8 (279)
After Survivors Branch Surgery Attenders 11.1 (91) 1.2 (88)
,
After Fresh Sample Main Surgery Attenders 5.6 (291) 2.1 (286),,
After Fresh Sample Branch Surgery Attenders 11.5 (83) 1.7 (80)
I
i
i CARTERTON Before 5.9 ( 336) 1.9 ( 333),
I After Survivors 5.5 (2211) 1.5 (225),
, After Fresh Sample 5.3 (252) 1.6 (247)
1 Le. Respondent's surgery visits to see the doctor themselves or to take someone else.
2 i.e. Visits to respondent's home to see respondent or someone else in the household •
.. This is the averap,e per year based on respondents' recollections for a period of 2 years.














TABU: l' SURGERY CONSULTATIetlS ANa HOME VISITS ACCORDING TO nFE or CetlSULTATION
C~~;TR!: RECORDING PERIOD LOCATIQ.'i DOCTORS' OR T Y P E 0 r CONSULTATION
NURSES' New Acute Return Chronic Return ~LL CONSULTATIONS
CONSULTATIONS
\ \ (loo\)\
W~7NEY 8 we.k$ in 1968 Main Surgery Doctors 07 26 27
S635
" " " "
Branch Surgery Doct'Ora 06 10 00 103
" " " "
Hain Surgery(Treatlllent RIo Nurses 52 2l 27 1158
" " " "
Home Visiting Doctors 53 21 25 Ih~
~'ALLS~D 3 weeks Jun/Jul 1968 Surzery DoctorS 60 27 10
23ij3
" " " "
Hon:e Vidting Doctors 07 ".~2 2.6 097
" " " "
Surgery ~lurses 23 .0 37 129
" " " "
lIome Vidting Nunes 1 16 80 203
2vecka Apr/H~y 1969 SurSery Doctors 63 27 9 11+97
" " " " H_ VisitinS Doctors .9 9 27 331
" " " "
Surgery Nurses .9 .3 8 307
" " " " Home Visl ting Nuraes 6 3.
0 59 129
3 weeks Jun/Jul 1969 Surgery Doctors 68 20 7 2019
" " " "
Home Visiting Doctors 53 13 32 023
" " " "
Surgery Murse. •• OS 10 652
li.o\!..LSn:o
Slll'?le <lata 0', 1969 Surgery DoctON 72 28 38092
eur,u-y con- 1970 Surgery Doctors 75 25 li1657
tact£, of Type 1971 Surgery Doctors 75 25 _0761
Al (S.e page 1972 Surgery DoctorS 77 23 1+1063
ItIJ, 1973 Surzery Doctors 77 23 11257S
HENFI£LD 6 \rOeeks Dec/Jan 1910/71 Main and Branch Surgeries Doctors 09 32 19 1533
.. .. .. .. .. Home Visiting Doctors 30 00 25 672
"
.. .. ..
" Surgery Jlurses 09 32 19 142
6 weeks feh/Mar 1971 Main and Branch Surgeries Doctors 02 38 2l 183~
.. .. ..
" Home Visiting Doctors 38 33 29 5891
.. .. .. .. Surgery Nurses 52 17 31 171
2 weeKS J." 1972 Surzery Nurses 65 7 26. 151
.
C.\RT:::RTC,S 2 weeks N~v :97.1, Surgery Doctors 53 30 13 302
2 weeKs r-:a.y 1972 H.>tle Visiting Doctors 53 21 18 30
3 weeks Nov 1972 Surgery Doctors 52 00 5 085
"
.. .. .. Home Visiting Doctors 59 9 32 68
2 week,) ~.:::y 1973 Surgery f)octors 53 33 U 327
.. .. .. .. Home Vidting Doctors 56 2l 23 52
:;.K~~P:TC:l 2
Sir..ple contact P.l:.g/~i1Y 1971/72 Surgf=cry Doc'tors SI 03 4536
c!CiU. .. ..
" Home Visiting Docto:s; S2 06 827
Aue/~ay 1972/73 Sureo!ry Dectare 53 07 5680
Hooe Visiting OoctolS 07 53 1075
!lote: The tablt relates 'to consultatiOtls excl\04ing ant....~tal and wellbaby ....ions.
~xclucl.es 26 consultadons where ono nurse was unable to classify her consult.tlOPs.
2The figures q,uoted under lIa11 consultations" are crude totals of surgery COZJaultat1ons and home visits - holidays and illness etc.
prevente~ the GPs keeping the recorda for all weeks in the per19ds indicated and in particular they kept home visiting data for










TABLE 8; DISTR.J:BUTION or SURGERY Co."lSlJLTATIO}lS M'D HOME VISITING BY
PERSON INITIATING <..DocrORS' CONTACTS ONLY)
-.I
C2~:-RE RECORD!}lG PERIOD LOCATION INITIATOR ALL CONSULTATICNS
Patient Doc'tor (l00%)
% \
PADtOCK Ace/Dee 1970 }\<Jin Sur~ery 71 28 7512
~OOD " " " ?l"'d:lch Surp,ery 73 25 2547
" " "
jio~e Visiting .' 49 49 1943
Jan/!'l'.ay lS71 ~ain SUl"'f,ery 73 27 6548
" " "
3ranch Sl,;.reery 75 24 2902
" " "
Ho~e visi tine 50 49 2153
- Aug/Dec 1971 Yair. Surr.ery 75 24 7515
" " "
Branch Z·....rpery 77 22 2468
" " "
Home Visiting '5 43 1577
Jan/May lS72 Hair:. Surp:ery 71 28 8821
" " "
Erunch £urf':ery 70 28 2522
..
" "
Home Visiting 49 48 22~S
CARTi:RTON 2 weeks Noy 1971 Surcery 68 32 338
2 weeks Y.ay 1972 Ho:r.e Visiting 79 21 34
3 weeks Nov 1972 St:r£;ery 63 32 547
.. ..
"
.. iioT:';e Visiting 69 29 68
2 weeks May 1973 Surgery 57 25 355
..
" " "
Home Visiting 37 17 52
-
Consultations include those at a.."lte-natal clinics hut~ Wellbaby clinics.
Note: Ccnsultations/home visits are so~etimes initiated by persons other ~han ~he patient or the eoctor and in particular
in Carterton in ~he last recording sessir>n a substantial proportion of cO;lsultatior.s were initiated by such people as
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TABLE q ~ PERCENTAGE or SURGERY.CONSULTATIOOS IN WHICH INDICATED ITEMS OF
SERVICES WERE PROVIDED OR ARRANGED
Return Visit Return Visit Outpatient Specimen Taken X-Ny Prescrip'tion Certi ficate ALL
~;:R: RECORDING PERIOD To Doctor To Nurse Appointment For Analysis Arrange4 Issued lssueJ. Ca.~SULTA7IO:t5
Arranged Arranged Arranged (100\)
\ \ \ \ \ \ \
iI:\!.!.Si:U!>
3 weeks Jun/Jul 19681(OpE:led 29.3 2.' '.'
2.6 2 •• 70.9 I 18.1 23..3Jul)' lSe8) 2 weeks Apr/May 1969 26.1 . 6.8 '.3 6.0 1.9 ?2.1 19.8 11+9',
3 weeks JUn/J~l 1969 25.9 8.1
'.'
•• 2 1.9 71.6 Ilj. " 21+19
E::.. rELD
( C'ren"!d
r eb 1971) 6 .:eeks Dec/Jan 1970/71 51.0 2S ••1 5.9 1.2 61.6 6.3 1623
6 "eeks Feb/Kar 1971 58.7 :1.:'1 5.1 7.7 1.1 66.9 '.5 1905
:-.".):,oc.{ WOOD
(:::;''!~ed
J a."l 1'371) AI.Ol':lDec 1970 'A 0 3.3 1.6 .7 'A 'A 7512
Jar./Hay 1971 'A 2.0 3.' 3.0 .6 'A IIA 851+8
Aur/Dec 1971 • A 1.2 3.0 2.2 •• IIA IIA 7515
Jan/fo'.ay 1972 'A 1.3 3.0 2.5 .7 'A 'A 8821
CAF.7::R:c.:,
( CTensd
J'!,JY 1372) 2.weeks :-lov 1971 20•• 5.0 3.0 19.2 1.8 66.3 10.7 338
;; weeks Nov 1972 36.0 2.2 2.2 13.3 3.3 60.5 13.7 5'1
2 weeks '~ay 1973 26.8 3.9 1.7 8.5 1.' 7i.1+ 12 .7 355
~A = ~ot available .
... Just l::lefore centre opened.
Consul tations exclude Wellba.by clinics (and iD. the caso of Wallsend. only) those at ante""tlatal clinics.
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TABLE '0· THE PLACE PREFERP,ED BY RESPONDENTS TO niE POSTAL SURVEY
AT WnIGH 70 SEE THEIR DOCTOR
P LAC £ P REFERRED
'OTAL
C£,.'iTRE SURVEY/RESPONDENT TYPE
Branch Centre Other Don t t"..lnd Not :>tateaFormer
surfery Surgery
~ , , (iOOl), \
5 12929 1 521'1 111.
191
~ALLSOiP • "Before ll - Not Visited Centre
HA 51 0 27 3lIaefor~"- Visited Centre 19
59 1 27 2 2'3After - Survivors 11 HA
29 3 2079 HA 59 CAfter - Fre~h Sample
53 11 20 6 1332 5 5
52'+
iiENr:iELO After - Not Visited Centre
2 2 78 7 10 1After" Visited Centre
55 0 25 7 9513 13 0SHQP.1iW1 After - Visi ted Centre
35 Q 52 3 381PADDOCK ;,fOOD '+ Before - Main Surgery Attenders 10 0
23 0 12813 0Before - Branch Surgery. Attenders 0 63
0 7'1 10 11 2 279After" Survivors .. Main Surgery At'tenders 2
9212 11 11 2After" Survivors - Branch Sureery Attenders 0 6'1
1 79 8 9 1 291After .. Fresh Sample .. Main Surgery Attende~ 2
After .. Fresh Sample .. Branch Surgery
67 11 6 12 4 84Attenders 1
llA 35 0 51 'I 3'119CARTt;RTC»i Before
HA 76 0 22 1 22GAfter .. Survivors 2
20 'I 25375 0After - Fresh Sample 1 HA
HA = Not applicable.
1 8 respond.ents d.id. not state whether or not they had visited the centN in the "beforoe" survey.
2 25 respondents did not state whether or not they had visited the centre.
3 This question was put only to those who had attended the centre at least once to see a doctor or talce someone el•••
~ The differences between the relevant figures 1n the total column and the corresponding figures for respondents in Table 2
are e~ual to the Dumbers of those who did not state whether they normally attended the main or branch surgery.
;j
I
I I I, I I I I, I I I I I 'I • '1 ,, , 1
TABLE " PERCEh'TAGES OF (A) ALL RESPONDENTS (B) RESPC:ElENTS AGED OVER 55 YEARS AND
(C) RE:SPONICiTS AGED 18 TO 2.. YEARS wHO INDICATED THAT THEY WOULD PREF'ER TO SEE THEIR
DOCTOR AT TEE CENTRE {RAT!-i£R THA.~ !'JH 07HER $ITE ... SEE TABLE lQ}
PERCENTAGE PREFERRING CENTRE
C£~l'TRI: SURVEY; RESPOllDE:.~T TYPE ALL RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS RESPONDENTS
OVER 65 YEARS 18-2* YEARS
WALLSSND Before 42 (328) 47 ( 58) 28 (46)
Aft:er ... Survivors 59 (263) 66 (61) 75 (24) IAfter ... Fresh Sample 59 (287) 64 (47) 57 (44)
iiENnELD "After 73 (672) 69 (193) 71 (38)
SnORE"HAH After SS (951) 58 (176) 54 (69)
PADDOCK WOOD Before ... Main Surgery Attendere 35 ( 381) 35 (43) 22 (60)
Before ... Branch Surgery Attenoers 13 (128) 0 Cl4) 15 (13)
After ... Survivors - Main Surgery Attenders 74 (279) 63· (41) 65 (20)
After'" Survivors - Branch Surgery Attenders 12 ( 92) 0 (l2) 2 out of ~
After ... Fresh Sample ... Main Surgery
Attenders 79 (291) 7[]A (40) 83 (23)
After - Fresh Sample ... Branch Surgery
Attenders ,1 (8) 0 ( 9) 1 out of 6
CARTtRTo.'i Before 35 ( 341) 33 (33) 23 ( 39)
After ... Survivors 76 (226) 93 (27) 56 (23)
After - Fresh Sample 75 (252) 76 (25) 69 ( 35)
* A larger proportion of the over 6Ss in this survey expressed a preference for being seen at home than among
other age groups t if they were excluded the proportion of over 65 responde.,ts expressing a preference for
the centre rather than any other site outside their homes was respectively 81\ and 88\ for the survivors and
fresh sil.:':'Iple res?Qnder.ts. (This option was not offered in the before survey.)
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TABLE'1 RESPONDf.NTS' PPJ:FERE.~CES Ir THEIR Orl}; OOC!OR WE:U: NOT AVAILABLE AT ALL
ON THE DAY "HEll THEY WANTED TO SEE HIM - FOR MALE .AIl0 FEMALE RESPONDENTS
CL'fIRE: SURVEY ~.ALE/FEHALE RESPQiiDENTS' PREFERENCE
RESPONDENTS SEE ANOnlER WAIT A;{D SEE ALL
DOCTOR IMHEDIATELY OtlN DOCTOR
, , (lOO\)
iiALi.SEND Before l'.ale 66 32 1_9
Before Female '<6 50 179
After .. Survivors Hale 66 29 120
"her .. Survivors Female .9 .7 103
After - lr'esh Sample Kale 52 02 128
After - Fresh Sample Female 52 02 159
H~FIELD After Hale 29 67 .291
After Female 17 78 381
SHOREHAH 1 After Hale .7 SO 391
After Female 3. 63 55_
PADtOCK ....000
2
Before - H41n Surgery Attenders ... ale 71 25 189
Before .. r:ain Surgery Attenders Female 62 33 192
Before - Branch Surgery Attenders Hale 68 28 S5
Before - Branch Surgery Attenders Fer..ale 73 25 63
Af'::::er - Survivors .. ~in Surgery Attenders Hale 67 32 129
Af'ter - Survivors .. Hain Surgery Attenders Female 57 01 15C
Ahoer - Survivors - Branch Surgery Att~nders Male
'"
19 .,
After - Survivors - Branch S~rgery A~tenders Female 66 28 50
After - Fresh Sa:r.ple - M~in Surgery Attenders Male 63 3_ 13_
After - Fresh Sar.:.ple - ~~in Surgery Attenders Female 59 3. 157
After - F:-esh Sample - Branch Sureery Attenders Male 59 32 37
After - Fresh Sample - Branch Surgery Attenders Female 55 _3 07
CARTERTON 3 Before Male 7_ 2. 126
Before Female 68 25 215
".iter - Survivors Male 75 25 8_
A=ter - Survivors Female 66 32 102
After - Fresh Samole Male 72 20 106
".fter - Fresh Sample Female 58 38 10.
~OTL: Respondents who ~id not chose one or other of the alternatives indicated in the table. either did not answer the question or
felt una~le to give a definite a~swer one way or the other.
lSee note 3 ~elow table l~.
2See note If below table 10-.
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TA9L£ l]: THE PERCENTAGE or -'t!:S~~DEllTS WHO ~PCR'IT:O HAVING S~ THE HEALTH AUTHORITY
OR PRACTICE NURSE EITHER AT THE SURGERY OR AT Km'!: m.'R:NG nu: YEAR PIU:CEDING THE SURVEY
Percentage of respondents ~ho reported seeing~nurse in doctors surgery or at hom(:In suraV)' At homeCENTRl: ST:.JOIrE SURVEYIRrSPONDENT TYPE Health Practice Health Practice
Authority Nur.. Authority Nurse I
Nurse Nurse I\ , , , 100\
VALLSEND Befo~ 1 6
-
2 328
After .. Survivors 3 10 5 2 263
After .. rresh Sample 3 16
-
2 287
NENFIELD After 3 21 3 0 672
SHORtl!All 1 " 26 • IlA 951
2
PADDOCK Before - Main Surgery Attenders 1 0 3 0 381
WOOD Before .. Brench Surgery Attendera 0 0 1 C 128
After .. Survivors - Main Surgery Attenders 11 0
-
0 279
After" Survivors - Braneh Surgery Attenders 1 0 0 0 92
After - Fresh Sall1ple - Main Surgery Attenders 13 0
-
0 291
After .. Fresh Sample .. Branch Surgery Attenders 1 0 • 0 8_
CARTtRTo.. Deforl!! 1 0 7 0 3_1
After - Survivors 8 0 6 0 226






• This figure relates to a period of 2 years and I, for attende~. that ia patients who had also reported seeing their
family doctor at least once during that period.
HA = Hot available.
1 See note 3 helGW table la
2 See note q below table 10.
I 1.1.1.1.1 I I I I I I J
1'J,IH£ 14: PERCENTAGES OF RESPOODENTS WHO CONSIDERED THAT IT WAS AN ADVANTAGE OR DISADVANTAGE
RESPECTIVELY TO THE PATIENT TO BE SEEN BY A NURSE AT THE DOCTOR'S SURGERY FOR THOSE WHO HAD
AND HAD NOT RESPECTIVELY ATTENDED A SURGERY AT THEIR OWN DOCTOR'S PRACTICE WHERE A NURSE HAD
HELPED A DOCTOR .
:ENTRE STUDIED SURVEY/RESPONDENT TYPE Attended Surgery laeina Seen B~ Nul'S" in - 1 !II
Where Nurse Advantage Disadvantage All ,
Helped Doctor To pa;ient To Patient ,
!l lOO~---,
IENFIELD After Ves 81 7 218
No 48 20 381 I
All" 57 14 672 :
•
I
'ADDOCK WOOD 2 After - Survivors - Main Surgery Attenders Vea 88 4 57
No 60 21 217 ,
All" 65 17 279
After - Survivors - Branch Surgery Attenders Ves 91 9 22 I
No 57 18 67
All" 63 15 92 I,
After - Fresh - Main Surgery Attenders 7 68
,
Sample Ves 81 ,
No 63 20 215
iAll" 66 16 291After - Fresh Sample - Branch Surgery Attenders Ves 92 0 24No 62 21 56
All" 69 14 84
ARTERTON After - Survivors Ves 85 8 86
No 73 14 134 I
All" 77 12 226 IAfter - Fresh Sample Yes 87 8 91No 62 24 153All" 70 17 253
In addition to those who felt being seen by the nurse was an advantage or disadvantage to the patient in each survey
a number of patients had no opinion either way.
Some respondents did not indicate whether or not they had attended a surgery where a nurse helped a doctor.
See note 4 below table 10.
IN TRAVELLING TO THE
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ur RrS"U:WEtlTS IN THE SURVEYS OF
OLD SURGLRY OR THE HEALTH CENTRE
IS BASED IS GIVEN IN BRACKETS)
I
PATIENTS REPORTING DIrrH'lIJ,'1 \




Centre Studied Survey Hale Respondents Female Respondents
% %
Wallsend-on-Tyne Before (i.e. old surgery) 3 (149) 8 ( 179)
After - Survivors (Medical Centre) 4 (120) 8 (143)
After - Fresh Sample (Medical Centre) 5 (128) 8 ( 159)
Shoreham by Sea1 After (Health Centre) 2 (~7) 6 (5511)
Henfield 2 After (Health Centre) 5 (291) 11 ( 381)
Paddock 3. Before (i.e. old surgery) (189) 18 (192 )Wood 6
Kent After - Survivors (Health Centre) 6 ( 129) 11 (150)
After - Fresh Sample (Health Centre) 5· (134) 13 ( 157)
carterton Before (i.e. old surgery) 3 (126) 9 (215)
After - Survivors (Health Centre) 5 ( 811) 6 (142)
After - Fresh Sample (Health Centre) 0 ( 106) 6 (146)
Irhese were respondents who had vi~ed the centre at least once since it had opened to see the doctor or to
take someone else. These respondents were also asked whether it was easier to travel to the health centre
or to the old surgery; among male respondents 17% said it was easier to travel to the centre and 2% that it was
easier to travel to the old surgery (the rest said there was no difference). Among female respondents 11% said
it was easier to travel to the centre and 8% said it was easier to travel to the old surgery.
2 These were patients indicating that they found it difficult to travel to which ever of their doctors'
surgeries they normally attended. 12% said that they found it difficult to travel to the health centre.
3 These percentages relate to those who normally attended the main surgery/health centre.
of those experiencing travelling problems for respondents normally attending the branch

















~'A3iS ~r" (t\~ ?~-~I'-Tr.:",'':~, c; vr,~_J~ r,;lD fE"AL:: pJ;Spm:m:UTS WiU RLPORTED 'JSUt.LLY TRNItLLI:iG TO rEr: SURGE?Y B:' CA
v ;~I.~S. L or·' r"e:1 O':)STAL S:..JRVEn
un ?:~CC,TAG;-S Of l~h:.J: A!iD fE!~A.LE ATTENDERS TRA\SLLING 1'0 TilE SURGERY BY CAR, BY ~us. OR ON fCJT
(JCU::..;lEY TO SURGE~Y STUDY)
.. --_.. ._--.-- (B)(A)
PClST.AL SURVEY JOU~;E':' TO SURr.ERY STUDY
PJ:S¥0l1 DEliT TYPE Percentage of Respon- ATi'E:i DER .YPE ercentd~e 0: At~e~c~~s .~llC:::~TR!:
dents Xormall" Travellinf! h'rave 1::..i~ g. :..-:te,:".:'-
~~endances to s;~~;~~~~~ctor except By Bus pr. :00": ~:-iBy Car By Bus On foot By CA:"
1
After main- surgery - male 59 6 29 20)3WIT:;E'f
Aft@t' main surgery - female 06 12
"
Ull.;!;.
After branch surgery - male and female 23 0 7\ 1.45
'ooIA r,LS:N 0 BefOre - male 19 24 53 Before - male. 19 22 56 B~lJ
BefoI'@ - fel:lale 10 30 55 Before - female 10 31 se ~":'35
After survivors - male 23 27 45 After - male 15 25 49 103)
After survivors - female 10 36 49 After - female a 38 os 1243
After fresh sample - ~a1e 30 21 45
After fresh sa~le - female 13 36
""
HEKFIELD After main surgery - male (231 respondents) 71 2 21
After ~ranch surgery - male (10 respondents) 00 0 50
,I.ftel'" nain surgery - female (297 :respondents) OS 5 37
A~ter ~ranch surgery - fe~ale (21 respondent~ 10 5 75
(113 people did n~f state which surgery they
nomall" attended
ShC!CHA~ After - male (Method used in last 56 10 27 •
After - fefr,ale visit to centre) 30 21 37
2
11 21 Before J:lain surgery - male 63 3 27 572PADDOCK WOOD .a~fore main surgery - male 59
Before branch surgery - male "1 9 OS Before main surgery - female 51 7 38 1006
Before ~ain surgery - female 41 17 30 After main surgery - male 5a 3 30 579
gefore ~ranch surgery - female 22 a 62 After main surgery - female 47 5 44 999
After survivors main surgery - male 56 a 25
After su:,vivors branch surgery - Inal. 00 5 4a
After survivors main surgery - female 39 15 39
After survivors branch surgery - female 18 6 58
After frf'!sh sa!l91e main surgeroJ - IIl4le 52 8 31
After fres~ sa~le bra~ch surgery - male 35 5 46
After fr(.sh sample main su:'gl:!Ij' - female 35 19 37 ,
After fr-esh sample branch sU!'gery - female 15 8 72
t::.\RTERTON Eefore - nale SO 4 29 Before - male 00 4 49 1S6
•Before - ferr.ale 35 3 oa Before - female lB 4 72 331 I
After survivors
- inale 58 4 23 After - male 53 3 41 21>7
2a 66 502 •After s1.J'vivors - female 39 5 03 After - fe1l".ale 4
\
After fresh sa:!lple - male 65 1 27
After fresh sample - female 36 5 ..
.~ In section A of the table the method of travel is the normal method of travel to the surgery normally attended except in thf'! Shoreha~ study where
it was the method used in the l!!! visit to the surgery. (Thus in the Shoreham study results relate only to those who had actually visited the
centre to see a doctor or take someone else.)
_H~E'. Tho nu--or$ 0-. wh'ch pore nt. - d in ti fVI "w.,. e gea a~e ~ase sec on A 0 t~e table. are. except where otherwise indicated, as given in table ~
1 . .
The-attendances were either to a general practitioner or to the practice nurse (where this involv~d a separate journey from that to a generl1 pract!ti~ed
2 A t'espondent t)pe such I'll lIBefore main surgery ... male'1 :refers to a respondent to the survey before the centre opened who was nale and who r'!port~~




j I l i. •
;-'f-TIrW t->" ~;";':'J: 0 r:1:' Q'_T.STlC1N ":·;!;.<\r '''O!lr...~ Y')U DJ: rf YOIJ Ct'T yOU;;': ~;;.~rD 9,e.,DLY AT
:'-''''~-'S AT 3 O'CLOCK r~ A Tl'E:SDIW ,e.,r;t?Sf)r)!; Nm ALTfCl'Gl' THE RLE[!'!~:G S8C: STepPE:: YOU
T:~')UG!-lJ I"i '..:2r,;L:1 1::~~D SEEI/-.'G Ri" sr:I"':~:nJY"
CEKTPl: srUDlrt SUP..VEY!P..ESPONnENT TYPr: P~ti~nts'~x~ecte~ Act icn if H... r.'i ~·..ls"::.:!£ned. ~·l' ., I-::c"~ AL;"
Attend A+:tf>nd ,e.,t:"'r.d 0t, er :;~t pu:s!"')"r:y:,s
H~alth Branch S01",'E! Inclucinr.: $'tat~~
C~nt~ Surp.:ery POSfl iV1 ?r.onir<"
:r:-C'Y' f,c'l.·ic~
, , , , , (:~:'':)
H£~IFIELD After "5 2
"
3 2 P2
PADDOCK WOOD 1 After - Sur-livers
- "'a1n Surgery Attenders 71i 1 15 5 2 27~
After . Survivors . Brlinch Surgery Attenders 45 15 29 7 2 ~2
After - Fresh Sample . ~ain Surp,ery Attenders 71 2 21 4 2 ::91
After - F'resh Salr.ple . Braneh Surp,ery Attenders 45 15 30 8 1 :J
Attend
H'Jalth Attend Att~nd Other ~:ot
Centre/Or Witney SO"!''' Includil'H" ~,,:at~~
Old Surgery H'!alth I!os;lital Phon:nr.
(Before) Cent!'@ ro~ Arlvic·
~ \ \ \ ,
CART£RTON Before 64 2l 8 2 5 341
After ~ Survivors 82 10 4 2 2 221;
After . Fresh Sample 8n 10 7 2 1 2~2
1
See note If below table 10.
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TAUU: 18: AVl.:RAGL NUMlJER or TIMES WHEN RESPONDENTS TO POSTAL SURVEYS Fl:LT Till:
N£I:O IN TH;,; YEAR PRECEDING THE SURVEY (A) TO VISIT THE DOCTOR IN THE SURGERY
(b) '1'0 CALL THE DOCTOR OUT. BUT HAD NOT FOR SOME REASON .DONE SO
! C£.I T!'\L SURVEyl AVEMGE NUMBER OF TIMES NEED FELT (IN YEAR PRECl;DIIW SURVl;Y)
I (A) (B)
I TO VISIT DOCTOR IN SURGERY TO CALL DOCTOR OUT(BUT HAD NOT DONE SO) (BUT HAD HOT 0011£ SO)
:
.J/-. !"L:)~!J n After Survivors 1.3 (259)2 1.1 (259)2
After Fresh Sample 1.2 (278) 1.3 (281)
1 :i:.:Jfl!::!..D After 0.6 (651) • 0.3 ( 6'17)
,
, !'AL'WC." Before Main Surgery Attenders 1.0 (375) 0.7 ( 372)
I ·~f.1l)9 Before Branch Surgery Attenders 1.1 (126) 0.9 (125)
I ,
I After Survivors Main Surgery Attenders 0.8 (272) 0.5 (271),
After"Survivors Branch Surgery Attenders 0.6 ( 92) 0.2 ( 89)
t
After Fresh Sample Main Surgery Attenders 0.8 (281) 0.6 (280)
After Fresh Sample Branch Surgery Attenders 0.9 ( 82) 0.5 ( 82)
I
!.:AkTi:RTOIj Before 1.2 (332) 0.6 ( 327),
, After Survivors 0.8 (222) 0.'1 (222)
After Fresh Sample 0.9 (248) 0.4 (2'12)
-
1 For details of surveys see table 2. Note that in Paddock Wood 'main surgery at tenders , were respondents who
norn~lly attended the main surgery (subsequently the health centre) and'branch surgery attenders' were those
who normally attended a branch surgery.
2 !Iumbers in brackets are the numbers of respondents on which the average. are based (and excludes those who














'---l -----,TYPE or DA:A COLLECTLD(~:D WHF.~ COLLECTED)
Centre Studied ):~::-~e::' of2G?s Cen'tre Opened Years in which Sir.:ple Data on i r·:ore Detailed Data on Journey Other Similarin C~ntre Fieldwork 1 Sureery and Data on Surgery to Surgery Data
(Pr:'ncipals) took place ~or.:e Visits Contacts and (Type 3 in Text
at ti:::e of over long Home Visi'ts
study period of time (Type 2 in Text)
("rype 1 in Text
lluffield Centl'> 5 1955 196B - 4 Weeks Jan/Feb 1968 -
W'i tney. I 4 Weeks Jul/Aug 1968C'>;for':'s~ire
~eeical Ce:ltre 6 July 1958-1970 Jan 1st 1969 ~ 3 wks Jun/Jul'6B 3 wks JunlJul'68 •( The Foru.'':!) • 1968 plus simple Doe 31st 1973 (before centre (before centre 'see note atj,"allsend-on- 3 Cbr) contact data opened) ppen.d) foot of table)
7ynt'!. ~:orth- of type L 2 wks Apr/May'69 3 wks Jun/Jul'69I u:rl:e=-lanQ until end 3 wks Jun/Jul'69 (atter centre(G~oup p~aetic. 1973 (after centre opened)ce:;;~re) Ii I I opened)
S::'oreham-hy- 7 Marcb.
- -
- - -Sea. East • 1970Sli3sex 5 Cbr)
P.e::.field. 2 February 1970-1972
- 6 wks jec ' 70 - - -West Sussex 1971 Jan'71 (before
centre opened)
6 wks Feb/Ma.§' 71
2 wks Jan '72
(after centre
opened)
Woodla."lds 3 January 1970-1972







Ca::,terton. I 5 Cbr) May 1971-1973 AUy1st 1971 - 2 wks tlav'71 2 wks Jan'72Oxfordshire 1972 Ju 31st 1973 (surgery only) 2 wks May'73(Some gaps due 2 wks May' 72 (before centre
to illness etc. (home visits onl , )opened)
(before centre
opened) 2 wks Mart 73
3 wks Nov'72 2 wks HaylJun'73(after centre2 wks May '73 opened)(after centre
opened)
~Data frc~ routine records of pathology department end radiology department on referrals by doctor for periods before and
after the openinL o~ the centre. Before: November. December 1967. January 1968. April. Y~y. June 1968.
After: April. May. June 1969. November. Dec~mber 1969. January 1970.
~ In the cases of the NUffield Centre. Witney. Henfield and Paddock Wood. data were also collected for branch surgeries.
lNote: Fieldwork was not necessarily
t:;;rng place throughout the whole of
the years mentioned.
2The nultber of doctors given without
qualifica'tion is the numrer l;Sing H.e
centre as tteir ::-.a1n or only surgery.
The number fol1o~ed by (er) is tte
number of doctors using the cer.tre
as a bra."lch surgery •
Note: These were the doctors working
in the centre, not all collected data
in some centres.
3practice nurses also kept thgse
records.
4Treatment room nurses also kept
records throughout this period.
classified by type of activity.
,Srreatment room nurses also kept
these records.
